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FOREWORD
This report* has been prepared in an effort to bring Maine’s duck 
hunting facts to the hunter. We hope that sportsmen and others in­
terested in the out-of-doors will enjoy reading about our important 
waterfowl resource. The data presented and summarized resulted 
from thousands of hours of field and office studies about ducks, duck 
hunters, and duck hunting. The investigation itself was a truly co­
operative venture with close and interested participation by hunters, 
the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, the State University 
and your Fish and Game Department. Although written in non­
technical language, the essential information and statistics have been 
included, and will enable others to pursue the analysis further if they 
so desire. Principally, though, this booklet is offered for the informa­
tion and pleasure of Maine’s great wildfowling fraternity. To them it 
is dedicated with sincere best wishes.
R oland H. C o bb  
Commissioner
’ Based upon a joint study by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and 
Game (Federal Aid to Wildlife Restoration Project W -37-R); and the Maine 
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit (University of Maine, U. S. Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Wildlife Management Institute and Maine De­
partment of Inland Fisheries and Game cooperating).
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INTRODUCTION
Maine duck hunters are a group of enthusiastic sportsmen willing 
to undergo many physical discomforts in pursuit of their quarry. Num­
bering more than 13,000 during the period of this report, they have 
killed as many as 85,000 birds during a single season.
Wildlife managers in state and federal agencies must have many 
facts on which to base effective waterfowl management, including 
regulation of the harvest. Good regulations should provide plenty of 
chances for gunning. These regulations should also give enough pro­
tection to the ducks to insure survival of adequate numbers of breed­
ing birds for the next year. Proper management, then, is dependent 
upon a thorough knowledge of all aspects of the hunting season. 
Hence, the studies which will be described were made to obtain in­
formation about duck hunting in Maine. Two types of investigation 
were conducted: (1) field studies, including hunter bag checks and 
records of duck populations; and (2) postal questionnaires mailed to 
a random sample of the hunters.
A ten-year period, 1948 to 1957 inclusive, has been selected for the 
analysis in this report. Small scale exploratory studies were made pri­
or to 1948. Since 1957 there have been many changes in regulations, 
field studies were reduced in scope, and postal surveys were ex­
panded. For these reasons, data gathered since 1957 cannot be 
easily compared with those of the 1948-1957 period.
Studies were conducted jointly by the Maine Cooperative Wildlife 
Research Unit at the University of Maine and by the Game Division 
of the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game. A “pilot 
study” in 1947 was carried out by the Wildlife Unit to test field tech­
niques and to determine if such a project would be feasible on a state­
wide basis. Postal surveys used to supplement field data were con­
ducted by the Game Division and by the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fish­
eries and Wildlife.
Objectives and Scope
The studies had the following objectives:
(1) To determine the kill, crippling loss, hunter success, kinds of 
ducks, and sex and age ratios of birds harvested.
(2 ) To study the important factors influencing the above, especially
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populations, migratory flights, weather conditions and time of open 
seasons.
The waterfowl group known as sea-ducks (scoters, eiders and old- 
squaws) was not included in the field studies. Sea-duck hunting is a 
specialized sport in Maine practiced by a small but ardent group of 
gunners around off-shore ledges and islands. Information on the 
goose kill was not as complete as that for ducks. Goose hunting is of 
little importance except in Merrymeeting Bay. Seldom were geese 
present during the early part of the hunting season, when much of the 
bag check effort in the Bay took place.
Methods of Study
Field data were obtained from the hunters through personal con­
tacts, primarily in the field at the close of the hunting day. In many 
instances, however, where known gunners were missed in the field 
they were visited by the biologists at their homes or camps during the 
evening. During these contacts the birds examined were recorded as 
to species, sex and age. The hunters were interviewed to obtain ad­
ditional information including area hunted, number of people in the 
party, approximate time hunted, number of crippled birds lost, and 
whether or not a retrieving dog was used.
Not all the data listed above were recorded for each hunting party. 
When several parties arrived at a landing together (i.e., Merrymeeting 
Bay on opening day), sex and age determinations were often omitted 
since these were the most time-consuming features of the field checks. 
Information about crippling loss was omitted if hunters were not cer­
tain of the number of ducks lost.
Hunting effort was classified by half-day time units. If a man hunted 
at any time either during the morning or the afternoon it was counted 
as a half man-day. If he hunted any of both morning and afternoon it 
was recorded as one man-day. (For example, three men who hunted 
two hours in the morning equal 1% man-days.) Hunting success is 
therefore expressed as the number of birds per man-day. It is believed 
that this system provides a more realistic picture of hunting effort 
than does either a breakdown into hours or the often-used “times 
hunted” method which gives birds killed per hunter trip. By the lat­
ter system each hunting effort, whether it be for 30 minutes or from 
sunrise to sunset, receives equal rating. However, to enable compari­
son of Maine data with other studies using that method, including 
postal questionnaires, several tables in this report present hunter suc­
cess by both methods.
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Sources and Volume of Data
Field Bag Checks
During the 10 year period 23,040 hunter contacts were made. The 
term “hunter contacts” is used rather than “hunters” since some peo­
ple were contacted more than once during a season. A total of 31,621 
ducks killed by these hunters was examined.
FIGURE 1 -  BOUNDARIES OF REGIONS AND AREAS
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Distribution of Field Data
The bag check studies were conducted throughout the state. How­
ever, it was impossible to design the project to obtain equal results 
from each area in accordance with hunting effort. Only general in­
formation about the latter was available. Nevertheless, attempts were 
made to procure data as representative as possible of duck hunting 
throughout Maine. Information was obtained from all important hunt­
ing sections and many minor ones as well.
Data from the various hunting areas were classified into three broad 
regions: (1) the coastal belt which includes all open salt water areas, 
as well as the estuaries (tidal portions) of rivers and streams empty­
ing into the ocean; (2) inland fresh waters; (3) Merrymeeting Bay 
and adjacent waters. A separate classification of Merrymeeting Bay 
and vicinity was made because of its importance as a concentration 
area for both birds and gunners; also because it has features of both 
coast and interior. The Bay is affected by tides which have a direct 
influence on gunning. Yet it is essentially fresh water. Most of the 
duck foods are kinds found in fresh water marshes.
All tabulations are related, in general terms, to these three regions. 
Within the regions, data are further classified into areas. Merrymeet­
ing Bay is considered both a region and an area in this report. The 
boundaries of the three regions and nine areas are shown in Figure 1.
The distribution of hunter contacts by regions is shown in Table 1. 
Similar information by areas is given in Table 2. Intensity of sampling 
varied among regions. In most cases this variation was related to the 
hunter activity. Some years the number of gunners in particular areas 
was very low or the hunting effort sparsely distributed.
Table I. NUMBER OF HUNTER CONTACTS BY 
GEOGRAPHICAL REGIONS (1948-1957)
Year
Merrymeeting Bay & Vic. Coastal Inland Total
No. Per cent No. Per cent No. Per cent No.
1948 419 46.8 216 24.2 259 29.0 894
1949 940 45.1 598 28.7 546 26.2 2084
1950 1260 52,3 639 26.5 508 21.1 2407
19.51 771 36,3 782 36.8 575 27.0 2128
1952 1196 43.4 741 26.9 816 29.6 2753
1953 527 23.9 624 28,3 1054 47.8 2205
1954 S84 32,5 812 29.8 1027 37.7 2723
1955 717 26.1 830 30.2 1197 43.6 2744
1956 1162 39.0 599 20.1 1220 40.9 2981
1957 486 22.9 662 31.2 973 45.9 2121
Totals 8362 36.3 6503 28.2 8175 35.5 23,040
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Table 2. NUMBER OF HUNTER CONTACTS BY AREAS
(1948-1957)
Area No. Hunter Contacts Per cent of Total
Western Inland 1,253 5.4
Central Inland 893 3.9
Sebastieook Drainage 2,172 9.4
Penobscot River 2,577 11.2
Northeast Inland 1,280 5.6
Merrymeeting Bay 8,362 36.3
West Coast 1,111 4.8
Penobscot Estuary 778 3.4
East Coast 4,614 20.1
Totals 23,040 100.1
Supplementary Data
Information on weather conditions, water levels, waterfowl popu­
lations and migratory flights was obtained by ground and aerial sur­
veys before, during and after the hunting seasons. Also included were 
records submitted by selected wardens and sportsmen. The weather 
notes were used to supplement the detailed records of the U. S. 
Weather Bureau which provided a base for such tabulations.
Total kill and hunting pressure (number of hunters and number of 
times hunted) could not be measured by the field bag checks. Infor­
mation on these factors was obtained through two postal surveys. A 
state game kill questionnaire has been sent annually to a 7 per cent 
sample of Maine’s hunting license holders. This questionnaire is con­
cerned with all hunting and is not restricted to waterfowl. The U. S. 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife has conducted an expanded 
postal survey since 1937 to measure the waterfowl harvest. Question­
naires are mailed to a randomly chosen sample of duck stamp buyers.
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1I. SEASONS AND REGULATIONS
In establishing regulations, the U. S. Department of the Interior 
sets a basic framework. Included are total season length, bag limits, 
shooting hours, special regulations on species (i.e., wood duck re­
strictions and extra limits on mergansers), as well as the earliest date 
the season can open and the latest date it can close. Fluctuations from 
year to year in this basic framework depend on number of ducks 
which are determined from an inventory made each January through­
out the continent. Studies of breeding and rearing success supplement 
the inventory data.
Within the framework set by the federal government, individual 
states select specific hunting dates and also decide if they wish a con­
tinuous straight season, or a split season — two hunting periods with 
an intervening closed period between. When a split season is selected 
a federal penalty requires a reduction in total shooting days. This is 
imposed to offset what might be an excessive kill caused by two open­
ing days. It is a well established fact that opening day hunting pres­
sure is usually much heavier than on any other day. A large kill re­
sults. The split season penalty was 20 per cent in the early years of 
this study but later was reduced to 10 per cent. Federal regulations 
are based on consecutive open days including Sundays. In Maine 
Sunday hunting is prohibited.
Final selection of dates, including optional choices, is made by the 
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries and Game. His decision follows an 
open meeting to which the public is invited. An opportunity is af­
forded for discussion of related problems by the hunters, biologists 
and representatives of the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wild­
life. In recent years the Maine Waterfowl Council, elected by the 
sportsmen, has served as an advisory group to the Commissioner.
During the 10-year period covered by this report numerous varia­
tions occurred in total length of the season, with minor variations in 
length of the shooting day. Daily hag limits remained constant 
throughout at 4 ducks and 2 geese.
Special regulations (sea ducks excluded) were relatively few. A 
rule that prevailed throughout the 10-year period permitted taking 
only one wood duck per day. The number of hooded mergansers has 
been restricted to one per day from 1953 on, except in 1954 when any 
number up to 4 coidd be taken. In 1954 four extra greater scaup were 
permitted as a “bonus” in the daily bag in coastal waters only. Con-
Get down
siderable variation in regulations occurred relative to shooting com­
mon and red-breasted mergansers. From 1954 to 1956 inclusive they 
were counted as part of the regular bag. Throughout the remainder 
of the study years, from 5 to 25 additional mergansers were permitted 
in the bag.
The length of the shooting day was from l/> hour before sunrise to 
one hour before sunset during the first five years of the study. It was 
extended to sunset during the last five years.
The earliest opening date during the 10-year period was October 1 
in 1952, while the latest was October 9 in 1953. The earliest closing 
date was December 7 (1948 and 1953). The latest closing date was 
December 15 (1954 and 1955). Split seasons were selected in six years 
and continuous or straight seasons in four. In all but three years, 
shooting on all opening days, whether straight or split seasons, was 
delayed until 12 o’clock noon. Details of open seasons, exclusive of 
special regulations, are given in Table 3.
*
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Table 3. WATERFOWL OPEN SEASONS IN MAINE (1948-1957)
Basic
Season Actual 
Length Hunting
Year Hunting Season (a) In Days Days (b) Shooting Hours
1948 Oct. 8 -1 9 + Nov. 26-Dec. 7 (c) 30 20 % hr. before sunrise
to 1 hr. before sunset
1949 Oct. 7-22 + Nov. 23-Dec. 8 (c) 40 28
1950 Oct. 6-21 + Nov. 24-Dec. 9 (c) 40 28
1951 Oct. 5-22 + Nov. 23-Dec. 10 (c ) 45 30 “
1952 Oct. 1-22 + Nov. 1.9-Dec. 10 (c) 55 38 “
1953 Oct. 9-Dec. 7 (c ) 60 51 % hr. before sunrise
to sunset
1954 Oct. 4-30 +  Nov. 19-Dec. 15 (c) 60 47
1955 Oct. 7-Dec. 15 70 60
1956 Oct. 5-Dec. 13 70 60
1957 Oct. 4-Dec. 12 70 60
(a) All seasons opened on Friday except: (1952, Wed.) (1954, 1st part Mon.; 
2nd part F ri.)
(b ) Excludes Sundays and days lost by split season penalties.
(c ) Noon opening on 1st days.
4The opening dates for hunting in Canada are of interest to U. S. 
hunters in border areas. Frequently, heavy opening day gunning in 
Canada results in an influx of birds into United States waters. Thus, 
the Quebec opening sometimes benefits the hunters in western Maine. 
Of greater importance, however, is the New Brunswick opening. This 
has often been followed by an arrival of new birds in northern and 
eastern Maine. This point is discussed at greater length in Section V. 
Time of the Quebec openings varied from September 14 to September 
25. In New Brunswick hunting began on October 1 in all but one year 
when the first fell on a Sunday; that year the season opened on the 
second.
5II. HUNTER SUCCESS
Average hunter success is the most useful yardstick for measuring 
whether a particular season was good or poor. Although the overall 
harvest is important in management, it is the returns for time, effort 
and money expended which affect the outlook and activity of the in­
dividual hunter. It is partly the prospect of, or lack of, returns which 
influences the gunner when it comes to buying a duck stamp. Although 
the total harvest may be the same, it makes a difference whether 100 
hunters killed 2 birds each or 200 hunters killed 1 bird each; whether 
a gunner shot 2 birds in one day or hunted 2 days to kill 1 bird. Hunter 
success from year to year, day to day, area to area, and species to 
species gives us a measure of individual returns. This aids in apprais­
ing the results of regulations.
Hunter success for the 10-year period averaged 2.1 ducks per man- 
day of effort (Table 4). It varied from 1.6 birds per man-day in 1950 
to a high of 2.5 in 1952.
Table 4. STATEWIDE HUNTER SUCCESS, 1948-1957 
(From Field Bag Checks)
Year
No. Birds per Man-day
No. Birds per Hunter 
Trip
(Entire Season)Early Season Late Season Entire Season
1948 1.7 2.4 2.0 1.4
1949 2.7 2.0 2.4 1.5
1950 1.8 1.3 1.6 1.2
1951 2.4 2.1 2.3 1.6
1952 2.7 2.0 2.5 1.6
1953 straight season 2.1 1,3
1954 1.8 2.0 1.8 1.2
1955 straight season 2.1 1.4
1956 straight season 1.9 1.2
1957 straight season 2.0 1.3
Average 2.1 1.4
Range 1.6-2.5 1.2-1.6
Seasonal success ( in contrast to daily success) of the individual hun­
ter cannot be determined from the bag check data. The federal postal 
surveys for 1956 and 1957 indicated this to be, respectively, 4.4 and 
4.7 birds per hunter (calculated by hunter-trip method; see p. ix). Al­
though comparable figures are not available for all years of this study, 
the seasonal kill per hunter in Maine exceeded the Atlantic Flyway 
average from 1956 through 1959 by nearly half a bird.
Hunter success varies from day to day. On the first two days of the 
season it is usually high. Combined with heavy hunting pressure, this
6results in a substantial portion of the harvest being made early in the 
season. It was observed, however, (Figure 2) that in 1957 success in 
the 7th week was 3.2 birds per man-day compared to 2.2 during the 
first week. Although hunter success was highest during this late period, 
only a relatively small portion of the gunning effort and kill took place 
then. Variations of this sort occurred in several years. In considering 
hunter success trends from one week to the next, it should be pointed 
out that the kinds of ducks being killed are also changing (discussed 
in Section IV ). Teal and wood ducks gradually decrease in the hun­
ters’ bag whereas the numbers of goldeneyes and buffleheads in­
crease as the season progresses.
(OCT. 4 -DEC. 12)
FIGURE 2 -  HUNTER SUCCESS BY WEEKLY PERIODS, 1957
During the 10 years of this study there were six split and four 
straight seasons. Relative hunter success during split seasons vs. 
straight seasons is of importance to the gunners in selecting season 
dates. However, conditions vary from year to year and it is difficult 
to compare a split season one year with a straight season another. A 
knowledge of duck populations and the timing of migration (see Sec­
tion V) is a better guide to selecting seasons that will yield the best 
hunting.
7The high opening day success and heavy hunting pressure are im­
portant points to consider in management. High opening day kills fur­
nish the basis for the 10 per cent reduction in shooting days required 
by federal law when a split season is chosen. This becomes a factor 
for consideration by sportsmen in expressing preferences for a split or 
straight season when an option is offered. Also of importance in this 
respect is the “dead” period which nearly always follows heavy open­
ing hunting pressure. Reduced hunter activity, success, and duck 
populations normally characterize this period.
Regarding individual regions or areas, hunter success does not ap­
pear greatly influenced by the length of a season or its type, that is, 
whether straight or spilt season. A geographic breakdown of data by 
years (Table 5) shows many variations. It is readily apparent that 
hunters in Merrymeeting Bay enjoy highest average success. This was
8true, often by a wide margin, in most of the study years — whether 
comparisons were by regions or by areas.
Also apparent (Table 5) is the fact that success is lowest in the 
western inland and the Penobscot Estuary areas. In western Maine, 
duck populations, hunters and favorable hunting sites are rather 
sparse. In the Penobscot Estuary a much different situation exists.
Table 5. HUNTER SUCCESS BY REGIONS AND AREAS, 1948-1957 
(Birds killed per man-day)
Region and Area 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957
I Inland Region 1.8 1.5 1.9 1.9 2.1 1.8 1.4 1.8 1.7 1.9
W estern Inland 0.8 0.5 1.5 — 2.2 1.9 1.2 1.7 1.8 1.8
Central Inland 1.9 1.6 2.1 1.4 2.3 1.8 1.3 2.2 1.2 1.8
Sebasticook Drainag'e 1.3 2.0 2.3 2.7 2.2 1.9 1.7 2.2 1.9 2.8
Penobscot River 2.3 1.5 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.9 0.9 1.2 1.8 1.7
Northeast Inland 2.7 2.1 1.7 1.6 2.0 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.6 1.6
II Merrymeeting Bay
Region 2.8 2.3 1.7 2.3 3.3 2.6 2.4 3.1 2.3 2.5
III Coastal Region 1.9 2.3 1.2 2.2 1.7 1.9 1.8 2.0 1.7 1.7
W est Coast 1.0 2.5 1.1 2.0 1.6 1.4 2.3 2.1 1.4 1.3
Penobscot Estuary 1.6 1.5 0.8 1.7 — — 1.2 1.8 1.5 1.1
E ast Coast 2.3 2.5 1.4 2.3 1.8 2.1 1.9 1.9 2.0 2.1
This is one of the most important of Maine’s late fall and winter con­
centration areas. Ducks are present in large numbers but the factor 
of accessibility, discussed in Section V, limits the kill. It is an area fre­
quented by many hunters, some of whom enjoy excellent shooting. 
The majority of gunners, however, often try in vain to “connect” with 
the huge rafts of scaup that frequent deep water, or the large flocks 
of black ducks that confine their feeding to the broad mud flats.
There are many instances of the relation between numbers of ducks, 
weather, and hunter success. Although Merrymeeting Bay leads in 
hunter success, the Sebasticook and east coast areas afford good gun­
ning in most years. The remaining areas showed annual variations 
from good to poor. At most inland waters, except the Sebasticook, late 
summer water levels and the August-September wanderings of local 
breeding birds are often the determining factors in high or low hun­
ter success. This is particularly true in the extensive northeast inland 
area which, more than elsewhere in the interior, often has many birds 
present in mid-summer, but frequently winds up with a low kill in 
October. It should he pointed out, however, that in this area, as well 
as in the central inland area, hunter success would he much higher if 
gunners went hunting when ducks are present rather than when they 
wished they were present! Many flocks of birds pass through the in­
9terior of northern, central and eastern Maine in mid-season, yet are 
hunted very little.
Another point that influences hunter success is the kinds of ducks 
present. In two areas of high success (Merrymeeting Bay and the Se­
basticook drainage), the early season kill runs heavily to the two teal, 
ducks that are much more easily killed in numbers than are black 
ducks, for example.
In summary, it may be said that hunter success varied considerably 
from area to area and from year to year. Yet, for Maine as a whole it 
remained within a range of 1.6 to 2.5 birds per man-day of effort dur­
ing the 10 years of study. The average was 2.1 per man-day (1.4 per 
hunter-trip).
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III. HARVEST AND HUNTING PRESSURE
Kill
To both the duck hunter and game technician the size of the an­
nual harvest is of interest. The hunter wants to compare the statewide 
picture with his own experience. The relation of the kill figures of a 
given state or region to available population estimates is of consider­
able value to the technician, especially in formulating sound manage­
ment programs for a flyway. The information may indicate a need to 
reduce the kill or, conversely, it may show where a larger harvest is 
possible without reducing breeding stock. To safeguard the ducks with 
a minimum of waste is a management objective.
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FIGURE 3 -  ANNUAL WATERFOWL HARVEST
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Annual kill data obtained from the state mail questionnaires indi­
cated the retrieved or “take home” waterfowl harvest averaged about 
70,000 birds, and varied from a low of 46,000 in 1949 to a high of near­
ly 86,000 in 1953 (Figure 3). Unfortunately, another 25 per cent of 
the annual figure must be added for crippling loss. This brought the 
average total gunning mortality (retrieved kill plus crippling loss) to 
87,500 birds yearly.
Although many factors influence the size of the harvest, two play 
major roles: (1 ) the number of hunters afield, and, (2) the accessibil­
ity of birds (explained in Section V). Other things such as regula­
tions, weather, water levels, and similar factors influence the number 
of hunters or the accessibility of birds.
An indication of the number of hunters may be obtained from the 
annual stamp sales. Stamp sales varied directly with the retrieved kill 
in every year except 1950 (Figure 4; also Appendix C). Data are in­
cluded beyond the 10-year period upon which this report is based as a 
point of interest. Annual production trends also varied directly with 
the kill (Figure 4). The former were obtained through brood counts by
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YEAR
FIGURE 4 -  TRENDS IN KILL, STAMP SALES, AND PRODUCTION 
(Note: Kill figure for 1960 is preliminary estimate.)
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state regional biologists on study areas surveyed annually. The trends 
are of interest since a substantial part of the kill occurs early in the 
season. Although birds from beyond Maine’s border, especially teal, 
are shot at that time, it is believed that much of the early kill is made 
up of locally reared ducks. Thus, the number of young present in 
early October exert an important influence on the overall harvest.
Crippling Loss
An unfortunate phase of the hunting season pertains to the large 
numbers of birds killed or mortally wounded but which the gunner 
fails to retrieve. During the 10-year period such crippling loss amount­
ed to one-fourth of the retrieved kill (Table 6). To express the loss 
another way, for every four ducks the hunters took home, an addi­
tional bird was shot but lost. During field checks, a bird was counted 
as a cripple only if the hunter reported that he saw it drop.
Table 6. CRIPPLING LOSS, 1948-1957 
(Retrieved and Unretrieved Kill)
Y e a r 1 9 4 8 1 9 4 9 1 9 5 0 1 9 5 1 1 9 5 2 1 9 5 3 1 9 5 4 1 9 5 5 1 9 5 6 1 9 5 7 T o t a l A v g .
R e t r i e v e d  K i l l 1 1 8 7 3 1 3 3 2 6 8 0 2 7 5 1 4 0 5 9 2 6 6 6 3 1 7 2 3 3 9 2 3 5 1 0 2 7 3 8 2 9 , 2 8 8 2 , 9 2 9
U n r e t r i e v e d  K i l l  
( C r i p p l i n g  L o s s ) 3 0 2 8 3 9 6 4 0 7 8 5 1 0 1 1 5 8 5 7 7 6 8 1 0 7 9 0 7 0 8 7 , 2 4 6 7 2 5
P e r  c e n t  
C r i p p l i n g  L o s s 2 5 . 4 2 6 . 8 2 3 . 9 2 8 . 5 2 4 . 9 2 1 . 9 2 4 . 5 2 3 . 9 2 2 . 5 2 5 . 9 2 4 . 7 2 4 . 7
Annual variations in crippling loss ranged from 22 per cent to a lit­
tle more than 28 per cent. This would indicate that most of the factors 
responsible for the loss are rather constant. Nevertheless, field obser­
vations by biologists and wardens indicate that hunting success and 
availability of desirable species have some bearing on this matter. In 
years when hunting is poor, the gunners make a more conscientious 
effort to retrieve birds knocked down. When birds are plentiful, some 
people are reluctant to spend much time searching for cripples.
In contrast to the statewide picture, much variation by areas was 
noted in the extent of crippling loss. In general, it was lowest on the 
coast and was highest early in the season at inland areas. Under con­
ditions of opening day excitement, heavy shooting, abundant birds and 
heavy cover, the percentage of ducks lost has, at times, reached 60 per 
cent on some marshes! Dense vegetation and flooded timber were im­
portant factors contributing to the high loss of cripples noted in the 
Sebasticook and other inland areas. On rivers, lakes and open bays 
most birds can be recovered if the hunter makes a special effort to do
Fresh water or salt water, a retriever saves ducks
so. Poor light conditions of dawn and dusk also contribute to excessive 
crippling loss. Moreover, continued late gunning usually causes birds 
to seek food or rest in other marshes. Such practices are against the 
interests of good hunting.
Although some crippling loss is inevitable, it could be materially 
reduced if hunters would attempt to retrieve their ducks as soon as 
they are dropped. Also, a major reduction in loss would be attained 
through more widespread use of retrieving dogs. The value of re­
trievers is clearly indicated in considering the 1955 season, which was 
quite typical. In that year 20 per cent of all hunting parties contacted 
were using dogs. Crippling loss of these hunters averaged 13 per cent 
while the men without dogs lost 25 per cent of their birds. Of equal 
interest was the fact that the hunters with dogs averaged 2.6 ducks 
per man-day while those without retrievers averaged only 1.9. It is, of 
course, likely that the more experienced hunters have a tendency to 
use retrievers. Probably average success of these men would be some­
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what higher anyway. Nevertheless, the data indicate that, through use 
of dogs, many birds are saved that would otherwise be wasted. The 
chief value of retrievers, from the standpoint of waterfowl conserva­
tion, is in the densely vegetated marshes of inland Maine, in Merry- 
meeting Bay, and in coastal salt marshes.
Distribution of Hunters
How are Maine duck hunters distributed throughout the state? No 
specific information on this point was available at the beginning of 
this study. Thus, bag check efforts could be based only upon general 
knowledge of where hunting took place. Nevertheless, it appears that 
the regional distribution of the field data (Table 1) is quite satisfac­
tory.
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During the last year of the study, a tabulation of the approximate 
distribution of Maine hunters in 1956 was made available. The U. S. 
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife furnished a list of duck stamp 
sales, tabulated numerically by post offices. These data have been 
compiled on a county basis in Table 7. Although the county listings 
cannot be compared directly with area distribution of the bag check 
data, a good correlation is indicated in several instances.
Table 7. DUCK STAMP SALES BY COUNTIES
(Season of 1956)
Total Maine Stamp Sale — 12,861
County Per cent of State Sale
Cumberland 15.4
Penobscot 10.6
Sagadahoc 9.7
Kennebec 9.0
Hancock 8.7
York 7.8
Washington 6.3
Androscoggin 5.6
Oxford 5.2
Lincoln 4.6
Aroostook 4.4
Somerset 3.7
Knox 3.5
Franklin 2.5
Waldo 2.1
Piscataquis 1.0
100.1
The stamp sale figures were further classified according to the 
respective regions used for the field studies. This resulted in the fol­
lowing per cent distribution of stamp sales:
Inland -  45%
Coast -  35%
Merrymeeting Bay -  20%
It must be emphasized that the above figures are only a rough in­
dication of regional hunting activity. An unknown, but apparently 
small, proportion of gunners do not buy duck stamps where they re­
side. Of more importance, many hunters living inland hunt on the 
coast and/or in Merrymeeting Bay as well, or vice versa.
It is probable that Table 7 actually conveys a more realistic pic­
ture of the approximate hunting effort. Although county lines cer­
tainly do not limit activity, nevertheless there is a tendency  for a duck
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hunter to do more of his gunning in the county where he purchased 
his stamp. Allowing for the fact that figures for Cumberland County 
appear too high, and those for Lincoln and Somerset counties too low, 
the data in Table 7 are in reasonable accord with what has been 
learned through other aspects of the waterfowl harvest studies. The 
year for which these data were drawn (1956) was near average, 
judged by total stamp sales for the period. These are as follows:
Year Stamp Sale
1948 12,142
1949 10,187
1950 10,024
1951 12,469
1952 13,028
1953 14,895
1954 13,089
1955 13,586
1956 12,861
1957 12,659
The ten-year average in stamp sales during this period was 12,494 per year.
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IV. KINDS OF DUCKS SHOT
Most hunters are interested in the kinds of ducks they are shooting, 
and a knowledge of what they are shooting is essential for good man­
agement. By comparing the annual kill of different species the game 
manager is able to keep abreast of changes as they are occurring. For 
example, a continued drop in the proportion of a certain species in the 
kill might be noted. Unless some obvious factor such as a major change 
in hunting regulations occurred, such a decline in the harvest could be 
interpreted to mean a decline in the population. As a result, it might 
be deemed necessary to reduce or eliminate, temporarily, the kill of 
that species. A recent and well publicized case in point is the closing of 
the season on redheads and canvasbacks. The less drastic measure of
FIGURE 5 -  COMPOSITION OF HARVEST, LEADING SPECIES
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placing a one bird limit on wood ducks is also familiar to Maine 
hunters. Conversely, a four bird bonus on scaup was allowed in 1954. 
When a population is healthy and expanding it may be possible and 
desirable to increase the harvest. These are examples of species man­
agement through regulation of the kill. Part of the information needed 
to make such regulations is a thorough knowledge as to what kind of 
ducks are being killed, when  (within the season) they are being 
taken, and where (particularly on a flyway basis) they are being shot.
The black duck is “King” as far as Maine hunters are concerned. 
From 1948-1957, black ducks totaled 50 per cent of the kill (Figure 5). 
Within this period they ranged from a low of 41 per cent in 1953 to a 
high of 58.5 per cent in 1951 (Appendix D). Second place during this 
time was held by the green-winged teal which averaged 11 per cent 
and ranged annually from 7 to 18. Third was the common goldeneye 
or whistler, ranging from 3 to 12 per cent with a ten-year average of 
7.5 per cent. In considering kill composition the reader should remem­
ber that black ducks, goldeneyes, wood ducks, and ring-necked ducks 
are common breeders in Maine; whereas most green-winged teal, 
blue-winged teal, buffleheads and others are migrants from other 
areas.
The harvest of green-wings occurs primarily during October in the 
inland and Merrymeeting Bay regions. They provide relatively little 
shooting for the coastal or late-season duck hunter. In effect a large 
number of early-season hunters kill a few green-wings apiece.
A reverse situation is true for the third place goldeneye. Migrating 
later than the two teal, wood duck and ring-necked duck, the whistler 
provides sustained shooting for a reduced number of hunters be­
ginning about the last week in October. A smaller number of hunters 
enjoy excellent individual success with this species. The goldeneye is 
available inland (as long as open water remains) and along the coast. 
It decoys more readily than the much sought black duck, and in gen­
eral it ranks high among Maine wikifowlers. The largest inland kills 
pf this species are usually made in the Penobscot, Sebasticook and 
Kennebec valleys.
Following the goJdeneyeAn order of importance are blue-winged 
teal, wood duck, BuffleheajJ, ring-necked duck, and mergansers 
(American, red-breasted *and hooded). Blue-winged teal are even 
earlier migrants than green-wings. They breed largely north and west 
of Maine. Depending upon breeding success, the weather, and the 
timing of the season opening, the blue-wing kill may vary considerably.
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Some years most of these birds pass through the state in September 
and the first few days of October. In such a year the kill is light, par­
ticularly if the season opens around October 7th or later. Conversely, 
in a year following a successful breeding season, and with mild 
weather, an early opening can result in a large take of blue-wings in 
Maine. This occurred in 1952 when the species made up 15 per cent 
of the kill. The 1952 season, however, was not typical of a normally 
“good” blue-wing year. Expected populations were swelled by an un­
usual influx of far-distant breeders, especially from the prairie prov­
inces. Several Manitoba banded blue-wings were taken in widely 
scattered areas of Maine. Regardless of the above factors, blue-wing 
shooting lasts but a few days and occurs during the period of heavy 
hunting in the early season.
Although an early migrant like the teal, the wood duck or “squealer” 
presents a different situation. Comprising an important segment of 
Maine’s breeding population of wildfowl, woodies are close to the 
northern limit of their range. Consequently most of the wood duck 
bag comes from local birds. Inclement weather, early freezes, and 
amount of late summer wanderings (discussed in Section V), together 
with heavy opening shooting, usually provide the stimulus to send 
them southward well before the end of October. Perhaps the gaudiest 
of North American wildfowl, the wood duck in Maine is a bird of small 
ponds, inland marshes and rivers. The kill in the coastal and Merry- 
meeting Bay regions is negligible, but on some inland areas wood 
ducks are second to blacks on the opening day. During the period of 
this study the wood duck comprised from 3 to 8 per cent of the kill 
and averaged about 6 per cent. The annual take of this duck is largely 
determined by local breeding production and weather.
Buffleheads, also called butterballs or dippers, although not par­
ticularly prized in Maine, made up from 2 to 7 per cent of the harvest 
and averaged 4 per cent. A fairly late migrating diver from out-of- 
state, buffleheads often enable the late-season hunter to fill out a bag 
on a slow day. The poorer the hunting for black ducks or golden­
eyes, the more buffleheads are likely to be shot. A few buffleheads are 
killed inland but the majority are shot in coastal waters.
The ring-necked duck (ring-bill, marsh bluebill, blackjack) ranked 
7th in total harvest on a statewide basis, ranging annually from about 
2 to 4 per cent. Locally, however, it is often an important part of the 
bag during October and, occasionally, early November as well. Ring- 
necks are essentially fresh-water birds. They are important to gun­
ners of the northeast inland area, where they generally rank second to
Black duck tollers in the rice
the black duck in the October harvest. During several years of the 
10-year period the hunters of this part of Maine would have fared 
poorly indeed had it not been for ring-necks. In 1950 they made up 
43 per cent of the October kill in that area, exceeding the black duck.
Tenth place in kill is occupied, collectively, by the three species of 
mergansers, known to most gunners as shelldrakes or fish ducks. This 
group made up about 2 per cent of the total harvest with annual vari­
ations from 1 to a little more than 3 per cent. There were only minor 
differences regionally or by year. It is obvious that the two large mer­
gansers (common and red-breasted) are seldom shot from choice. 
Even when liberal “bonus” bag limits were allowed on these two 
ducks, only a slight increase in the kill was recorded. Both species fre­
quent open water habitat. The common merganser is shot on the large 
inland lakes and rivers, as well as on the coast, but most of the kill on 
the red-breast is made on the coast. Undoubtedly, many are killed 
merely for “sport”, with no effort made to retrieve them. The smaller
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hooded merganser occurs in marsh habitat and small inland waters, 
often with wood ducks, teal or ring-necks. This is the shelldrake 
checked most often in hunters’ bags. In fact the gaudy plumage of 
the mature drake has led many gunners to believe they have shot a 
wood duck. Feeding largely on insects, in contrast to its fish-eating 
cousins, the hooded merganser has not, and should not, be included 
in bonus bag limits.
These then are the “top ten”, the ducks that, in the average year or 
in fact in most years, comprise the most frequent targets of Maine 
gunners. Together, they made up 90 per cent of the total 10-year 
harvest (Appendix D ). Occasionally, some other duck appears in the 
top ten for a particular year, when favorable populations occur or 
when weather or migration patterns favor a heavier than average 
harvest in Maine. Secondary species in this category usually are the 
mallard, greater scaup and the Canada goose. A few mallards are shot 
throughout Maine but the majority are taken in Merrymeeting Bay. 
Along the coast, in the Sebasticook and Kennebec valleys, and in 
Merrymeeting Bay, large numbers of scaup or bluebills sometimes 
occur. Except during very windy or stormy weather, however, they 
frequent open bays and usually remain out of gunshot range. Blue- 
bills made up a minor part of the harvest except in 1955. In that year 
relatively large kills were made near the close of the season in French­
man and Casco bays.
It has been emphasized in this report that the studies did not ade­
quately measure the goose kill, although it was believed that, through 
chance, this was accomplished in 1952 and 1953. Goose hunting is lo­
cally of importance in Merrymeeting Bay. Elsewhere in Maine it is 
strictly on an incidental basis. Scattered flocks occur in the upper St. 
John Valley and the large lake country of Aroostook County, on the 
Hancock County coast, and in the Kennebec Valley. These birds, how­
ever, are virtually inaccessible to the gunners except on an accidental 
basis, or illegally through use of rifles.
At times unusual flights of mid-western ducks afford special har­
vest opportunities to Maine gunners. During the first three years of 
the study the ruddy duck was quite common in Merrymeeting Bay 
and in the Sebasticook drainage. Corresponding increases in the kill 
occurred, but since 1950 only a few ruddies have been checked in 
hunters’ bags. The unprecedented numbers of mid-western blue­
winged teals in 1952 has already been mentioned. The pintail was 
more numerous throughout all parts of the state in 1950 than in any
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other of the study years. A similar influx of widgeons or baldpates 
was noted during 1956 and 1957.
In spite of exceptional, temporary numbers in the harvest of lesser 
species, it is apparent that the “top ten” as discussed furnishes most of 
Maine’s duck hunting. In fact, when we consider the three geographi­
cal regions of Maine in entirety, it is obvious that three ducks, the 
black duck, green-winged teal and common goldeneye are of prime 
concern to the largest number of gunners. Of these the black duck is, 
of course, the “piece de resistance”.
Time of the Harvest
The portions of the open season when most hunters are active were 
only approximately determined during field bag checks. Sampling dif­
ficulties explained under Methods of Study precluded accurate meas­
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urement. This is a phase of the harvest that can best be obtained in 
the future through the postal questionnaires. Even so, the observa­
tions of biologists and wardens, supplemented by the bag checks, re­
sulted in much useful information on the subject. There is no question 
that hunting is heaviest the first few days of the season, particularly 
the opening two days plus the next Saturday. Also, there is usually an 
increase in numbers of gunners on the coast during the last few days 
of the season, except in years of unseasonably cold weather. Within 
these limits the amount of hunting effort, as well as the time it oc­
curs, is dependent on several factors. Chief of these are the type of 
season (i.e., straight or split), the abundance or availability of the 
birds, weather conditions, hunting success of those who do go out, 
and what other game seasons may be open. In connection with the 
latter point, there is always a noticeable decline in duck hunting at 
the start of the deer season, and, in most years an immediate increase 
in gunning effort when deer hunting ends.
The presence of large flocks of migrant ducks or visible concentra­
tions of birds usually increases hunting effort within the season, as do 
reports circulating that one’s friends or neighbors had a limit day at a 
certain area. Because migrations and populations are predictable to a 
degree (see Section V ), the hunting effort is often distributed in a 
fairly similar manner in an average year. This is not always the case, 
however, and in numerous instances the presence of large numbers of 
birds was either undetected, was ignored because of more interest 
in other kinds of hunting, or else the weather was too cold for the 
early-season enthusiasts. During field observations, it was often noted 
that sizable concentrations of migrant ducks might remain in a locality 
for days at a time in November, unscathed by a gun. Yet October 
flocks of smaller size would have been routed by daily barrages.
Seasonal changes in kill composition for 1956 and 1957 tend to con­
firm what many veteran gunners believe—that opportunities for black 
duck harvests are often better after the first week of the season (F ig­
ures 6 and 7). These were straight season years and hence portray 
species changes throughout the entire fall. They are not based on ac­
tual hunting pressure, but merely on the kill of those hunters con­
tacted, regardless of number. The data also show, allowing for about a 
week annual variation, the importance of gunning in late October and 
the first half of November for either black ducks or goldeneyes or 
both. The hunting opportunities of this period are largely missed dur­
ing split seasons. One further point of interest in these figures is re­
lated to the closing part of the season. An increase in kill composition
of both black ducks and goldeneyes occurred in 1957 during the last 
week of the season. In 1956, by contrast, there was a decline during 
this period; yet the bufflehead rose to its highest peak. This is further 
substantiation of the fact, implied previously, that the bufflehead is 
sought by the gunners primarily as a last resort.
DABBLING DUCKS
DIVING DUCKS
FIGURE 6 -  SPECIES COMPOSITION BY WEEKLY PERIODS, 1956
It should be emphasized that the seasonal kill composition for 1956 
and 1957 is not necessarily representative of the entire 10-year period. 
These years were selected for discussion to illustrate the variation in 
hunting success by species that may occur throughout a season.
DABBLING DUCKS
DIVING DUCKS
FIGURE 7 -  SPECIES COMPOSITION BY WEEKLY PERIODS, 1957
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V. WEATHER AND WATERFOWL POPULATIONS
The variability in hunting success was clearly revealed by this study. 
This was true not only from year to year, which would be expected, 
but, of greater importance, from area to area within the same year. 
The criteria for determining the success of a hunting season are many, 
but all belong generally in two categories: (1) number of birds avail­
able at any given period during the open season; and (2 ) the acces­
sibility of the birds to the gunners. Many a hunter has grumbled about 
the large rafts of black ducks that remain well offshore during periods 
of calm weather. The waterfowl were present or available, but they 
were not accessible  to the gunner. Or, for example, eastern Maine may 
have an abundance of accessible ducks at the same time that western 
Maine is experiencing a scarcity. In none of the 10 years of this study 
(as well as succeeding seasons) did all geographical areas of the state 
have an equally good or poor season. The year 1950 serves admirably 
to illustrate this point. Considered on a statewide basis, it was the 
poorest season of all. Yet there were 3 major variations: (1) summer 
breeding populations had been the highest in several years; (2) de­
spite a very low statewide figure, hunter success in the Sebasticook 
drainage was very good; (3) goose hunting in Merrymeeting Bay was 
much better than average. An understanding of the reasons for the 
variables, and a cataloguing of those which are predictable, is of con­
siderable value both to the gunner and to the game manager.
In considering availability and accessibility of waterfowl it has be­
come obvious that weather, both immediate and seasonal, is as im­
portant as total population in determining whether a given season is 
good, fair or poor from the hunter’s standpoint. Good production on 
the breeding grounds, both in Maine and in eastern Canada, is, of 
course, necessary. From that base, weather patterns become an es­
sential ingredient to hunter success. Seasonal weather, during summer 
and fall, influences water levels and food supplies, whether it be 
drought in the interior or freezing of the mud flats on the coast. Such 
weather patterns influence the general distribution of the ducks and 
determine the presence or absence of flock concentrations. Immediate 
weather patterns influence both local and migratory movements, as 
well as the daily activity of the birds. The latter becomes of major 
importance to the man in the blind—will it be a “bluebird day” with 
no birds moving or will favorable temperatures and winds enable him 
to enjoy a successful hunt.
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Usual weather patterns move through Maine in west to east or 
southwest to northeast directions. In general, two types of continental 
weather movements are of regular occurrence in the state: (1) the 
St. Lawrence Valley pattern that determines to a large extent the 
weather of northern Maine; (2) a coastal movement, the major influ­
ence of weather on and near the coast, and in extreme eastern Maine. 
In the interior of central, west-central and north-central Maine, both 
St. Lawrence and coastal patterns affect local weather, although the 
latter is more likely to dominate. These climatic systems, together with
physical variations in the state’s topography, account for the extreme 
variations in weather that occur and which, in turn, play an important 
part in determining waterfowl hunting success. A gale can be bat­
tering the coast while northern Maine is enjoying balmy sunshine. 
Droughts and accompanying forest fires may occur in York County at 
the same time that Somerset County is receiving heavy rainfall.
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To insure that weather information was representative for all the 
important waterfowl areas of the state, complete records were studied 
for the 10-year period of a series of U. S. Weather Bureau stations* 
located as closely as possible to the major duck hunting areas. Popu­
lation data were obtained throughout the summer and fall relative to 
migratory movements having a bearing on the time of the hunting 
season. A detailed summary of both weather and population records 
is given in Appendix B. Population highlights are as follows:
1. Pre-season movements at major inland breeding areas:
a. No departures were noted prior to opening day, regardless of 
date, in 1948, 1949, 1952 and 1955. Local birds were augmented 
by northern migrants (in addition to the usual teal) in two years.
b. There were noticeable departures in September ( and in August 
in two years) in 1951, 1953, 1954, 1956, and 1957. In all but one 
of these years a corresponding increase occurred in Merrymeeting 
Bay, and often in the coastal belt as well.
c. In 1950 there was no definite pattern, with extensive geographic 
variations, some species leaving and some remaining.
2. Major fall flights and population peaks through inland Maine:
Year Ducks Geese
1948 Nov. 10-20 Last week October
1949 Oct. 25-Nov. 5 3rd week October
1950 Nov. 5-10 3rd & 4th weeks October
1951 Nov. 10-15 2nd week November
1952 Nov. 5-12 j 3rd week October 
(2nd week November
1953 Nov. 1-15 No major peaks
1954 jO ct. 25-30
(2nd week November
2nd week October
1955 jOct. 25-30 
)Nov. 10-20
3rd & 4th weeks October
1956 j Nov. 8-15 October 20-30 (gradual)
1957 | Oct. 25-31 
Nov. 8-15
Gradual, no major peaks
Climatological Data—New England. Monthly Summaries, 1948-1957. U. S. Dept. 
Commerce. Weather Bureau. Washington, D. C.
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3. Peak populations on coast:
Year Dates
1948 1st week December
1949 Nov. 25-Dec. 5 (early temporary peak Nov. 10-20
1950 Mid-December
1951 Nov. 20-30
1952 Dec. 5-10
1953 After mid-December (after season was closed)
1954 1st week December
1955 Nov. 25-Dec. 5
1956 Mid-December (after season was closed)
1957 Dee. 1-5
Climatic Influences on Populations
There are many correlations between weather conditions and duck 
populations or migrations (Appendix B ). Extensive migrations of a 
particular species, or mass movements involving many species, were 
nearly always associated with passage of a cold front. Whether Maine 
hunters benefited or not depended on the path of the weather pat­
tern. Fronts passing north of our border usually brought new birds 
in, although broad fronts extending well below the St. Lawrence Val­
ley sometimes meant that the birds passed through the state without 
stopping or caused ducks already present to depart. Long periods of 
prevailing northerly and northwesterly winds that occasionally per­
sist several days after a cold front passes likewise can “undo” some 
of the benefits to Maine gunners of the front itself. Stationary weather 
patterns, whether they consist of long periods of foggy, rainy weather 
or whether they may be lengthy spells of mild, sunny weather, retard 
migration; the same is true of prevailing south and southeasterly 
winds. When weather systems of these types occur while large num­
bers of birds are in the interior of the state, their numbers may re­
main relatively constant for a week or two at a time. This was the type 
of weather that prevailed throughout much of the 1948 season, which 
was generally warm and wet following a very dry summer. A few 
examples of weather-population correlations are as follows:
A spectacular influx of black ducks and divers into Maine occurred 
the last of October and very first of November, 1949. This was appar­
ently related to a very extensive cold front on the 29th and 30th of 
October that covered a large area of southern Canada and northern 
Maine.
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A cold front, followed by three days of unseasonably low tempera­
tures occurring November 19-23, 1951, caused birds to concentrate on 
the coast at earlier than average dates at the expense of most inland 
populations.
Very extensive movements of black ducks and divers from northern 
Maine to central and southern Maine during the second week of No­
vember, 1952 were associated with record low temperatures.
An unusually early snowstorm (October 7-8, 1953), followed by 
passage of a cold front, coincided with an exodus of most inland popu­
lations. However, subsequent flights into the state were very heavy 
and a long, stagnant weather pattern apparently caused them to re­
main, and the coastal population peak was the latest on record.
One of the most vivid examples of weather-population relationships 
is in connection with hurricane “Edna” in early September, 1954. Ex­
cessive precipitation resulted in flooded conditions on virtually all in­
land waterways. Subsequent departure of most surface feeding ducks 
(blacks, wood ducks and teal) occurred over a wide area, but with a 
corresponding unusual concentration in Merrymeeting Bay and some 
coastal salt marshes.
A very broad cold front through Quebec, northern Maine and 
northwestern New Brunswick November 10, 1955 brought large num­
bers of several species into all parts of Maine. Rapidly fluctuating 
weather during the following 10 days coincided with additional arri­
vals and also with considerable movement within the state.
The instances cited are but a few of numerous correlations evident 
from a comparison of population and climatic data. The entire pat­
tern of Maine’s waterfowl migrations in fall adheres quite closely to 
findings previously recorded for waterfowl in general by Hochbaum 
(1955)* and for the ring-necked duck by Mendall (1958).*"
Not as easy to classify, however, are the factors influencing the de­
partures of local breeding birds from inland marshes. On many areas, 
August and September water levels are certainly important. When 
levels are either too high or too low (the latter is more likely to be 
the case), many of the young evidently move to larger waterways as 
soon as they are awing. However, other factors such as the chronology
’ Hochbaum, H. Albert. 1955. Travels and traditions of waterfowl. Univ. Minn.
Press, Minneapolis. 301 pp.
’ ’ Mendall, Howard L. 1958. The ring-necked duck in the northeast. Univ. of
Maine Studies, No. 73. Orono. 320 pp.
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of the breeding season have a bearing on these movements. In a year 
of early hatching, many ducks leave the breeding areas for no clear 
reason other than an instinct to travel. Such tendencies, random in 
nature, are normal to young ducks, as Hochbaum (1955) has pointed 
out. Although much of this early season wandering works adversely 
to the hunters of northern and eastern Maine, this is often not the case 
elsewhere in the state; apparently some of the large waterways, such 
as Merrymeeting Bay, benefit in such instances. The pre-season con­
centrations of teal in the Bay, however, are made up primarily of birds 
from beyond Maine’s borders.
There is much species variation in early breeding ground depar­
tures which is difficult to explain. For example, the ring-neck and the 
wood duck often show marked dissimilarities in this respect from the 
black duck, even on the same breeding area in the same year; in an­
other year all three may react in an identical manner. There is a ten­
dency, however, for the black duck to exhibit more reliability. On 
areas with favorable water levels and abundant food, the summer 
wanderings of blacks are either less extensive or those leaving a given 
marsh may be replaced by newcomers.
Despite numerous inconsistencies two points were noticeable about 
early departures from breeding areas of northern and eastern Maine. 
In most years when such departures did occur, a heavy, early build-up 
was evident in Merrymeeting Bay. Moreover, in all years of the study, 
the breeding ground departure occurred well in advance o f fall, some­
times as early as mid-August, although usually it was during the first 
half of September.
Coastal populations are always present to some extent throughout 
the entire fall, but the peak numbers show considerable variation. 
They are dependent in part on weather patterns, which sometimes 
induce movement coastwise in advance of inland freeze-ups. Nova 
Scotia and eastern New Brunswick weather patterns are also impor­
tant with respect to birds that follow strictly coastal routes.
One point relative to the inland freeze was clearly brought out in 
these studies. The general freeze ordinarily occurs much later, even 
in northern Maine, than many sportsmen realize. In several years of 
the study (as well as in succeeding years) the major rivers and large 
lakes of Aroostook, northern Somerset and northern Franklin counties 
were still open the third week of November. Even though small bodies 
of water in northern Maine may freeze much earlier, this fact merely 
serves to concentrate the birds on the larger waters. Hunting is actual-
Whistlers on a quiet morning
ly improved as a result. Moreover, late migrants through northern 
Maine utilize the river valleys and chains of large lakes almost ex­
clusively even if smaller waters, frequented by the local breeders and 
early migrants, are still open. In only one year of the study did a gen­
eral inland freeze, sufficient to curb hunting, occur in northern Maine
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prior to November 14 and in most years it was considerably later 
than this.
The relatively late build-up of population peaks on the coast mean, 
ordinarily, that the first half of December progressively affords bet­
ter gunning. More birds invariably are present than in November, but 
at times the accessibility factor offsets favorable populations. The dan­
ger of a coastal freeze becomes of increasing concern. In 1955 virtual­
ly all coastal coves, bays and salt marshes froze December 7-8 to the 
extent of excluding most hunting a full week before the season closed. 
A similar, although less severe, freeze occurred in 1957; a timely thaw 
that year did permit a few days resumption of hunting just before the 
season closed on the 12th.
Conclusions —  Fall Migrations and Populations
A study of the data discussed in the foregoing pages and in Appen­
dix B reveals numerous annual variations. Populations and migratory 
movements are influenced by many factors, such as production of 
young in Maine and in eastern Canada, water levels, food conditions, 
and, of major concern to the gunner, both immediate and seasonal 
weather conditions.
It is difficult to draw valid conclusions as to concentrations (or lack 
of them) and movements of local early fall populations in the interior 
of Maine. Likewise the coastal build-up to peak numbers showed wide 
calendar variations — from as early as November 20 to as late as the 
second half of December, long after the season was closed. Only the 
migrations of geese, and those of the mid- and late-season flights of 
ducks through the interior, show a reasonable degree of predictability.
Conclusions from the data compiled may be stated as follows:
1. There was little consistency in the pattern of pre-season move­
ments of local birds through inland Maine, although extremes in water 
levels of late summer (either high or low) appeared related to early 
departures. One important point, however, is that ivhen early depar­
tures did occur, these took place well in advance o f the earliest open­
ing date during the study — often before mid-September, or even the 
latter part o f August.
2. Peak populations of birds on the coast varied, in the 10-year 
period, from November 20 to the latter part of December. In general, 
the later in December a season is open the more birds are present, 
but the possibility of early coastal freezing must be considered in its
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relationship to hunting. In two years of the study coastal gunners 
were seriously curtailed in hunting opportunities by December freeze- 
ups.
3. Arrivals of major populations of geese in the state, particularly at 
Merrymeeting Bay, showed a more regular pattern. In two years there 
were no appreciable flights, but rather a gradual build-up. In 1954 
major flights arrived the second week of October while in 1951 they 
were delayed until November. Nevertheless, the data appear reliable 
enough to expect that in most years the final 10 days of October would 
find maximum goose populations in Maine.
4. Pertaining to the time of major flights and populations of ducks 
from Canada into and through inland Maine (excluding early-season 
teal), a much more predictable pattern is shown. Peak numbers of 
these birds were not recorded in any of the 10 years earlier than Oc­
tober 25 nor later than November 20. There were a few local excep­
tions on a geographic basis, especially regarding late flights of diving 
ducks. Yet, from a statewide standpoint, it is apparent that the last 
few days of October and the first half of November constitute a period 
when large numbers of flight ducks are present on inland Maine 
waters.
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VI. AGE AND SEX RATIOS IN THE KILL
The sex and age structure of a population, be it ducks or humans, is 
indicative of its status. The Bureau of Census, life insurance com­
panies, and other agencies study these factors in human populations 
to determine mortality rates, life expectancies, and similar aspects. In 
the case of ducks, changes in the proportion of young in the fall popu­
lation indicate the success or failure of the preceding breeding season. 
Such information, when combined with other data, may indicate in­
creased possibilities for harvest or conversely the need for reducing 
the kill.
Life insurance and census people have a relatively straight-forward 
task in investigating sex and age compared to that of the waterfowl 
manager. The mobility of ducks makes data collection difficult. At­
tempts to obtain a sample which represents the population are com­
plicated by behavior patterns of the birds that cause different species 
to travel southward via different routes. Even within species, young 
birds may migrate early and old ones later — or, drakes may take a 
different route than the ducks and young birds.
Let us consider, at this point, what age ratios mean to the man in 
the blind. Normally a large proportion of the early-season harvest in 
Maine consists of birds of the year. Past experience has indicated that 
a ratio of 2 young per adult in the overall black duck kill has been 
associated with good breeding production. Good production in turn 
means a bigger annual surplus. It should be emphasized that the sta­
tus of ducks in Maine does not necessarily hold true for either the 
Flyway or the range of a particular species. However, in view of the 
large amount of data collected over a period of consecutive years, it 
is believed that these findings are significant with respect to black 
duck hunting in Maine.
It appeared that only in the case of the black duck was sufficient 
information available to warrant detailed analysis. However, data 
from 7,240 birds comprising the six species following the black duck 
in the bag were also tabulated for future comparisons and are pre­
sented in Appendix E.
Black Duck Kill Composition. In regard to the black duck it is felt 
that the data analysed represent the average sex and age composition 
of the kill in Maine. They may or may not be indicative, however, of 
overall black duck populations in Maine or in other parts of the At­
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lantic Flyway. A tabulation from the original data and statistical test 
results of age and sex ratios are recorded in Appendices F, G, and II.
In order to measure differences between samples of black ducks 
shot early in the season as opposed to those from the latter part of 
the season, information for “opening day only” and “remainder of 
season” was separated. Geographical differences were also studied 
using the three regions of the state.
It was found for Maine as a whole that more males than females 
were shot and that young birds exceeded adults by nearly 2 to 1 in 
the kill (Tables 8 and 9). However, these differences did not, in all 
cases, hold true for all geographical areas or both early and late sea­
son. For example, the average of 3.7 young per adult in the opening 
day kill for all areas was significantly greater (as determined by sta­
tistical tests) than either the remainder of the season or the entire 
season.
The study also revealed that there is considerable variation in age 
ratios from year to year (Table 9). This variation was much greater
Table 8. AGE AND SEX COMPOSITION OF HARVESTED 
BLACK DUCKS, 1948-1957
Adult Adult Immature Immature
Area Males F emales Males Females
Per cent
Inland 9.9 14.1 39.4 36.6
Merrvmeeting Bay 15.8 16.8 37.5 29.9
Coastal 30.4 15.9 24.9 23.8
Statewide 19.2 15.9 34.5 30.4
Combined Per cents
Males -  53.7 Females -  46.3
Adults -  35.1 Innnatures -  64.9
Table 9. AGE RATIOS OF HARVESTED
BLACK DUCKS, 1948-1957
Year Opening day only Remainder of season Season total
Number of young per adult
1948 0.7 1.9 1.4
1949 3.9 2.4 2.8
1950 1.7 0.8 0.9
1951 1.8 1.1 1.2
1952 10.8 2.5 3.3
1953 2.2 1.9 2.1
1954 1.8 1.0 1.2
1955 6.6 1.8 2.6
1956 4.4 1.8 2.4
1957 10.2 1.8 2.0
Average 3.7 1.5 1.9
Range 0.7-10.8 0.8-2.5 0.9-3.3
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on opening day than it was during the remainder of the season. The 
10-year range between highest and lowest ratios for opening day was 
much greater (0.7 young per adult to 10.8 young per adult) than the 
spread for the remainder of the season (0.8 to 2.5 young per adult).
The high proportion of young birds in the opening day harvest was 
most apparent at Merrymeeting Bay where the average exceeded 5 
young per adult. The poorest opening day ratio was in the coastal re­
gion with only 1.5 young per adult. However, in spite of the high first 
day ratio at the Bay, the inland region produced a higher sustained kill 
of young birds. Season-long ratios were approximately 3 yg./ad. inland, 
2 at Merrymeeting Bay and 1 on the coast (Table 10). The logical con-
Table 10. REGIONAL AGE DIFFERENCES OF HARVESTED 
BLACK DUCKS, 1948-1957
Region
Age Ratios 
(young per adult)
Opening day Remainder of season Season total
Inland 3.7 2.9 3.2
Merrymeeting Bay 5.1 1.5 2.1
Coastal 1.5 1.1 1.2
elusion follows that Merrymeeting Bay is an early fall concentration 
area for young birds. This conclusion is supported by banding data 
showing movements of young black ducks to the Bay from many parts 
of Maine during mid- and late-summer. Young birds killed at the in­
land region undoubtedly consist of local birds in part, hut with an 
appreciable number of migrants. In direct contrast to these two re­
gions, it appears that large concentrations of young birds seldom oc­
cur on the coast at any time during the season.
Table 11. SEX RATIOS OF HARVESTED 
BLACK DUCKS, 1948-1957
Opening day only Remainder of season Season total
Year Adults Immatures Adults Immatures Adults Immatures
Males per 100 females
1948 87 129 127 104 106 109
1949 46 82 152 83 114 83
1950 85 167 112 105 110 112
1951 118 139 228 127 212 L28
1952 56 140 118 118 110 125
1953 150 100 148 113 149 109
1954 59 172 165 97 144 100
1955 27 127 108 140 87 134
1956 14 109 107 168 76 128
1957 0 156 188 94 96 68
T otal 64 128 139 114 120 113
All-age total 111 123 116
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Sex ratios also show some interesting patterns, when considered with 
the age class data. In the statewide, season-long kill there was no 
appreciable difference in sex ratios between age classes (Table 11). 
However, the kill of males was significantly greater in the latter part 
of the season as opposed to the opening. Only 8 per cent of the open­
ing day black duck kill consisted of adult drakes; the adult sex ratio 
was 64 males per 100 females. It is noteworthy that the latter ratio 
rose to 139 males per 100 females after opening day. Differences in re­
gional sex ratios were also significant. These pertained only to adults, 
where extremes ranged from 48 males per 100 females on opening day 
inland to 199 males per 100 females in late season on the coast. Gen­
erally (as shown in Table 12) the trend was for a lack of adult males
Table 12. REGIONAL SEX RATIOS OF HARVESTED 
BLACK DUCKS, 1948-1957
( Males per 100 females)
Opening Day Remainder of Season Season Total
Region Ad. Imm. All ages Ad. Imm. All ages Ad. Imm. All ages
Inland 48 115 98 83 103 98 70 108 97
Merrymeeting 58 140 121 103 115 110 94 125 114
Coastal 122 137 130 199 124 154 191 125 152
in the opening kill both inland and in Merrymeeting Bay, with a 
larger proportion occurring on the coast as the season progressed. De­
spite the relatively stable sex ratios of young birds, the large differ­
ences among adults resulted in the high all-age ratio of 152 males per 
100 females on the coast, compared to 114 and 97 at the Bay and the 
inland regions, respectively.
Additional information supporting the existence of an adult male 
surplus along the Maine coast has been provided by recent winter 
trapping and banding data. A sample of 921 wintering blacks banded 
by Edward J. Baker, U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, at 
Reid State Park in 1960 and 1961, revealed that adult males appeared 
to greatly predominate in the flocks. Among the all-age group, males 
outnumbered females more than 3 to 1.
Summarizing the foregoing data, there is strong evidence that: (1) 
there are relatively few adult male black ducks inland during the 
early part of the season, (2) coastal black duck populations are char­
acterized by a large proportion of adult males, and (3) there is a 
slight preponderance of males in the statewide, season long kill. In 
addition it may be said that sex ratios among birds of the year are gen­
erally constant both regionally and seasonally within the state.
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Because of possible management implications, it would be desirable 
to learn whether the surplus of males found on Maine coastal win­
tering areas extends throughout the flyway and range of the black 
duck.
Age and Sex Ratios — Miscellaneous Species. In regard to sex and
age of species other than black ducks (Appendix E ), the unusually 
low age ratios of less than one young per adult (0.8) for both golden­
eyes and buffleheads are difficult to explain. With many Maine breed­
ers, such as black ducks, wood ducks or ring-necks, a ratio of 2 or 
more young per adult in the kill is considered normal. Whether the un­
usually low goldeneye and bufflehead ratios represent a lack of suc­
cess on the breeding grounds, or an inadequate sample is not known. 
Some evidence is accumulating in favor of the first possibility, with 
respect to the goldeneye. This is an important Maine breeder, whereas 
all buffleheads shot in the state are migrants. Hunter selection of 
adult males (explained beyond) is also a factor.
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In the case of sex of these six species, two factors probably operate 
to produce the uneven ratios found (Appendix E ). With goldeneyes, 
wood ducks and buffleheads there is undoubtedly a direct effect from 
hunter selection of the larger, more conspicuous males. In addition, 
sex and age differences in the route or the timing of migration are 
believed to influence the composition of the harvest. Either or both 
of these factors probably explains the reduced number of male blue­
winged teal and ring-necked ducks shot.
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS
Harvest regulation as a part of waterfowl management involves:
(1) adequate protection of the birds, and (2) providing optimum 
hunting opportunities for the gunners. The latter is complicated, in 
Maine, by variations in time of best hunting in the three geographical 
regions. Each of these shows considerable difference in hunting con­
ditions, especially regarding time. In a long, straight season (70 days 
or more) there is no problem. Unfortunately, recent and present 
trends in the status of waterfowl of the Atlantic Flyway have often 
necessitated selection of seasonal dates within a period less than 70 
days. In any split season, as well as in any straight season less than 60 
to 70 days, the problem of dividing hunting opportunities becomes 
difficult.
Maine sportsmen, collectively, and through the state Waterfowl 
Council, have tried to meet the problem fairly, usually by compromise 
or by split seasons of equal division (“down the middle” splits). But 
in many instances the carefully chosen dates have not proven satis­
factory. Weather, water levels, times of migratory flights, local hunt­
ing pressure (or lack of it) influence hunting success, regardless of 
the season’s dates. One of the objectives of this study was to measure 
the influence of these factors. It is believed that the information ob­
tained will assist in selecting seasons that are likely to result in bet­
ter hunting opportunities for each region. Many of the “variables” 
appear to be more predictable than hitherto supposed.
The conclusions and recommendations that follow are based upon 
the more obvious relationships of hunting factors discussed in this re­
port. These recommendations relate only to those regulations with 
which Maine hunters have an opportunity for a choice. As explained 
previously, the basic regulations are established by the federal gov­
ernment.
I . Time of Seasons
a. Earliest opening date. The earliest opening date permitted by law 
anywhere in the United States (excluding Alaska) at present is dur­
ing the first week of October. September shooting, once popular with 
gunners, is now considered harmful in that it can result in killing too 
large a proportion of the adult breeding stock on or near the nesting 
areas. By early October enough dispersal of birds and mixing of flocks 
has occurred so that the danger of overharvesting local breeders is 
much less.
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It is natural that hunters in the interior of Maine advocate the 
earliest possible opening. Their desires, however, are opposite to those 
of the coastal gunners who prefer a late season.
Based on the findings of this study, it would seem that the need for 
an early opening to provide maximum inland hunting opportunities 
is not as great as previously believed. It is apparent from data of pre­
vious sections of this report that in years of early departures of birds 
from the interior of northern and eastern Maine, these occur well in 
advance of October 1. They usually take place by mid-September and 
often even earlier. Moreover, population records show that opening 
season hunting pressure in adjacent marshes of Canada frequently 
serves as the stimulus to send birds into northern and eastern Maine. 
In this respect the time of the Quebec opening (second half of Sep­
tember) is of some benefit, but of much more importance is the New 
Brunswick opening. Birds from there are of direct concern to Maine’s 
northeast inland area. This is the area that is usually most adversely 
affected by the early local departures. Since the New Brunswick open­
ing is a relatively stable date (October 1), a “lag” of several days be­
fore the Maine season opens is a distinct advantage to gunners of the 
Pine Tree State.
b. Influence of freeze-ups. The time of the annual freeze, and result­
ing curtailment of hunting, is of direct concern to the gunners. This is 
a point on which there have been widely differing views expressed by 
the sportsmen. A review of the material in Section V will indicate the 
northern inland freeze is much later than has been generally supposed. 
The upper portions of the St. Croix, St. John, Penobscot and Kennebec 
rivers, and the large lakes, usually are open and contain birds (often 
in large numbers) until at least mid-November, and usually later. By 
contrast, coastal gunning after the second week of December becomes 
more uncertain because of the probability that mud flats and salt 
marshes may freeze. Therefore, it is suggested, in future discussions 
about timing of seasons, that more attention be given to providing 
hunting opportunities during the first half of November for inland 
hunters. Conversely, the need for a coastal season after mid-December 
seems relatively unimportant.
c. Peak Populations. The timing of migratory flights and peak popu­
lations within the state is a matter of much importance to the hunter. 
As presented in Section V, it may be seen that after opening day, pop­
ulation peaks fall into two well-defined periods: (1) approximately 
October 25-November 15 in the interior; (2 ) November 25-December
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15 on the coast. It is recommended that open seasons be selected to 
take advantage as much as possible of this timing of migration.
2. Split Seasons vs. Straight Seasons
It is obvious that a straight season will provide the best hunting 
opportunity for the largest number of gunners. It is equally apparent 
that if too few days are permitted, some concessions to the needs of 
one or more of the three regions must be made. Based on the present 
findings, it would appear that a season of less than 60 days virtually 
necessitates that it be split. A split season, however, involves further 
reduction in shooting days because of the “penalty clause”. Of more 
importance, split seasons as selected in the past have invariably re­
sulted in a lack of harvest of the most consistent of the fall popula­
tions, particularly the migration of birds from Canada during the Oc­
tober 25-November 15 period. An uneven split, similar to that of 1959, 
will partly correct this situation. In that year the open season was Oc­
tober 9-November 7 and November 21-December 5. However, the 
second portion of the season opened too late for much inland shooting 
and too early for the best coastal gunning.
All data accumulated indicate that it is not necessary to select “even 
splits” to afford equal harvest opportunities in the three geographic 
regions. Weather and waterfowl populations, as pointed out, act as 
“adjusting factors”. A 2:1* or a 3:1 split will actually provide more 
hunting in all portions of the state than will an even division. In 1959, 
it was a 2:1 split, with emphasis on the early season. In that same year 
a 3:1 split (with different timing) would probably have provided bet­
ter hunting for all three regions. A few additional days extended be­
yond November 7 would have helped both the inland and Merrymeet­
ing Bay gunners. Had the second period begun a week or 10 days 
later, coastal hunters would have benefited more from such an ar­
rangement by better gunning, even though they would have sacri­
ficed a few shooting days.
Another kind of season that might be considered would involve a 
very brief open period (a few days only) during early October. This 
would be followed by closed time then an open season extending at 
least through the first week in December. Admittedly, such an unequal 
division appears drastic at first glance. However, it would avoid an 
open season during an unproductive period of low population that
’ A 2:1 division indicates, for example, that in a split season of 45 days, 30 days 
would occur during the early period and 15 during the late period.
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almost invariably follows the heavy initial hunting pressure. The 
presence of this “dead period, in itself, is further argument against 
an even division of a split season. When the latter prevails a substan­
tial portion of the first hunting period occurs when fall populations 
are at a low point.
3. Regions and Regulations
In selecting seasons, it should be helpful to review the data on 
hunting success as pointed out in Section II. Some portions of Maine 
are much more favored for duck hunting, by topography, climate and 
flight patterns. No matter how much “juggling” of season dates is 
made, a duck hunter in the interior of western Maine can never ex­
pect as good hunting opportunities as the man who frequents the 
major river valleys or Merrymeeting Bay for example. Similarly, but to 
a broader extent, the three regions present varying opportunities. Dur­
ing the studies the evidence accumulated on these points support 
three specific conclusions:
(1) In comparison with the other regions, Merrymeeting Bay does 
not present as many problems in selection of season dates. Hunter suc­
cess is nearly always higher in the Bay than elsewhere, regardless of 
type or length of season. Obviously, some kinds of seasons would be 
better than others there. Yet it is a strategically located waterfowl 
area that will provide shooting throughout the entire fall prior to ac­
tual freeze-up.
(2) The coastal region ranks second to the Bay in hunting oppor­
tunity. The best coastal hunting occurs in late November and early 
December. In some years, however, there is good shooting in early 
November, and some birds are available even the first of October.
(3 ) The inland region, lacking major concentration points such as 
Merrymeeting Bay or some of the prime coastal winter habitat, af­
fords more scattered harvest opportunities, and for a shorter period of 
time as well. A careful consideration of hunter needs is therefore 
necessary to provide maximum harvest enjoyment.
To sum up the foregoing conclusions and suggestions pertaining to 
regulations, there is one point that stands out. By “tailoring” the open 
seasons to coincide with the population factors that are reasonably 
predictable, more equal hunting opportunities throughout each of the 
three regions of the state can be provided.
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4. Future Studies
Much has been learned in recent years about duck hunting in 
Maine. Much still remains to be determined. Harvest studies are a 
continuing phase of management. It appears that increasing use can 
be made of information gathered through the postal questionnaires. A 
new technique is the study of wings collected by hunters. This may 
eventually provide important data on the kinds of ducks shot and sex 
and age ratios at far less cost than through field bag checks. Yet some 
field checks are necessary to “keep a finger on the pulse” of hunting 
conditions, to obtain migration and population data, to supplement 
postal questionnaires, and to maintain close contact with hunters. It 
is important that the field studies, in contrast to postal surveys, yield 
information about hunting ivhile it is occurring. Use of questionnaires 
necessitates a wait of several months before any evaluation of a given 
hunting season is possible. It is suggested that, for the immediate fu­
ture, there is a need to expand the postal questionnaires and to cur­
tail, but not eliminate, the field checks.
Studies on several additional points about hunting are recom­
mended. These include:
1. Measuring the results of specific regulations such as,
a. separate species regulations
b. changes in length of the shooting day
c. special opening day restrictions on important or “critical” 
species
2. Seasonal and regional variations in hunting pressure
3. Methods of lowering the excessive crippling loss
It is beyond the scope of this report to present detailed plans for 
future studies. Suffice it to say, we have need for a continual “open 
mind” to safeguard our waterfowl resource first, then provide reason­
able harvest opportunities for the gunners. The success of any future 
program will depend to a large extent on the continued support and 
cooperation of the hunters, wardens, biologists and all others inter­
ested in duck hunting in Maine.
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SUMMARY
A ten-year study of the waterfowl harvest in Maine was conducted 
from 1948 through 1957 by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries 
and Game and the Maine Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit. Data 
were gathered during field bag checks of hunters and also from postal 
kill surveys. More than 23,000 hunter contacts were made in the field 
and nearly 32,000 birds were examined.
Principal findings were as follows:
1. Statewide hunter success averaged 2.1 ducks per man-day of ef­
fort (1.4 birds per hunter trip). This varied from 1.6 per man-day in 
1950 to 2.5 in 1952.
2. The annual retrieved kill averaged 70,000 ducks and ranged from 
46,000 in 1949 to nearly 86,000 in 1953. Crippling loss averaged about 
25 per cent of the retrieved kill. The resulting total kill (cripples and 
retrieved kill) averaged more than 87,000 waterfowl annually. The 
use of dogs to retrieve ducks materially reduced crippling loss. Duck 
stamp sales indicated there was an average of 12,500 hunters during 
the period.
3. One-half of almost 32,000 birds examined were black ducks. 
Among 25 kinds of ducks checked, the leading 10 were, in order, black 
duck, green-winged teal, goldeneye, blue-winged teal, wood duck, 
bufflehead, ring-necked duck, and the three mergansers. These ducks 
made up more than 90 per cent of the annual harvest.
4. Weather and water levels noticeably influence the harvest. Hun­
ter success and species composition are directly affected by weather. 
In addition, late summer weather patterns may, in part, cause pre­
season movements of local populations well in advance of the earliest 
shooting dates.
5. The study revealed that age and sex ratios of the important spe­
cies in the kill changed as the season progressed. Black duck data were 
analyzed in detail. A high proportion of young birds was found in 
opening day bags, especially in Merrymeeting Bay. After opening day, 
the highest ratio of young occurred in the inland region. This ratio 
was lowest on the coast throughout the entire season. A high propor­
tion of adult males was found in the coastal region, particularly late 
in the season.
6. Recommendations were made for selecting season dates that 
should provide equitable and productive hunting opportunities in all 
three geographic regions of Maine. Suggestions were also offered for 
future studies to determine additional important facts about duck 
hunting.
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APPENDIX A. SAMPLE DATA CARD
(Field recorded and punched for tabulation)
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APPENDIX B. WEATHER AND POPULATION
RECORDS
Records of eleven stations of the U. S. Weather Bureau were studied 
for the months of August through December, 1948-1957. The stations 
were selected as representative of the areas where most bag check 
efforts were centered. Rumford and Farmington were chosen to repre­
sent the western part of the state. Central, south-central and eastern 
Maine are typified by Gardiner, Winslow, Old Town and Woodland; 
northern Maine by Millinocket and Presque Isle; and the coastal belt 
by Portland, Bar Harbor, and Eastport.
Since local weather, even that on individual waterways, may vary 
from that recorded at the weather stations, study of the tabulated 
data was supplemented by field records of biologists. These were 
especially valuable with respect to water levels controlled by man­
made dams. Under such conditions, water levels do not always show 
a correlation with rainfall.
In studying fall movements and populations, several sources of data 
have been used. Unit staff members made annual checks on many 
waterways in northern, eastern, and central Maine. These surveys 
were continued throughout the fall period, regardless of whether or 
not the hunting season was in progress. Similar, but localized, sur­
veys were made during most years covered in this report by Game 
Division biologists, particularly in western and southern Maine. Se­
lected game warden reports and observations from several reliable 
sportsmen have likewise been utilized. Considerable data also were 
obtained by Game Division personnel from periodic aerial surveys; 
in several years these were conducted statewide throughout late sum­
mer and fall.
A summary of the weather and population data by years is as 
follows:
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1948
W eatlier
August-September — Warm and dry. 
Drought conditions in all areas late 
August and through September. 
Water very low. Drought most severe 
in southern half of state.
October — Weather near normal ex­
cept in northern Maine where slightly 
cool and wet. Temperatures dropped 
to 20° in northern and north-central 
Maine with l" -3 "  snow, 18th to 20th. 
Considerable rainfall statewide last of 
month.
November — Warm and wet. Heavy 
rainfall, frequent, and very high tem­
peratures.
December — Warm—average precipi­
tation. Lakes, ponds, streams still open 
inland when season closed.
Migrations and Populations
Very little movement of resident birds 
prior to opening day, October 8. Some 
influx first week of October, in 
northeastern Maine, of teal and 
blacks. Excellent populations when 
season opened, on larger waterways 
less affected by drought. By con­
trast, very few birds on small marshes 
and ponds. There were a few ex­
ceptions where local conditions were 
actually improved by drought. Water 
levels very low throughout state.
This was a “split season” year. Be­
tween open seasons, considerable 
migration through state of blacks, 
green-winged teal, ring-necks and 
geese. Many geese in Merrymeeting 
Bay last week of October. Peak of 
black duck migration in central 
Maine November 10-20.
Late flights retarded with continua­
tion of warm weather. Late Novem­
ber build-up on coast was slow, 
especially of goldeneyes — many lin­
gered inland into December. Black 
ducks still present on many areas in­
land on opening day of second sea­
son (November 26) and in Merry- 
meeting Bay. Substantial numbers of 
geese in Bay then and remained un­
til early December. Large popula­
tions of birds on coast first week of 
December (blacks and scaup especial­
ly) and, in spite of warm weather, 
provided excellent gunning. By then 
most birds had left inland waters 
even though these still ice-free.
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1949
Weather
August — Warm and dry with serious 
drought prevailing except in extreme 
eastern and northern Maine. Even 
there water levels below normal.
September — Near average tempera­
ture and slightly wet except in 
western Maine, where continued dry. 
Heaviest precipitation eastern Maine 
and coast.
October — Warm and dry all sta­
tions, although last half of month 
showed more average conditions. 
Cold front southern Canada and 
northern Maine, October 29-30.
November — Generally cold and wet 
but with near normal precipitation 
first half of month. On 4th 2"-4" 
snow northern Maine and again on 
6th. Temperature in low 20’s central 
Maine on 6th. Severe freeze on 12th 
and 13th with temperatures 13° or 
lower throughout northern and cen­
tral Maine.
December (first week) — Average 
temperature and wet. Two snow 
storms first week, 5"-12" statewide.
Migrations and Populations
Little apparent movement out of 
state of local breeders prior to 
season’s opening October 7, except 
for departure of ring-necks in Sep­
tember and first of October. How­
ever, there was major shift in popu­
lation of all species throughout 
northern and eastern Maine to cen­
tral Maine concentration points, 
Merrymeeting Bay and the coastal 
belt. Latter produced unusually good 
October gunning. Shift may have 
been related to drought of mid- and 
late-summer. No flight birds into 
state by early October aside from 
teal.
Substantial flights of geese and black 
ducks into Merrymeeting Bay third 
week of October. Elsewhere few 
flights reported until last of Octo­
ber and first of November when 
many blacks, ring-necks and golden­
eyes arrived northern and central 
Maine. Period October 25-November 
5 peak of such activity. Inland and 
coastal populations increased rapidly 
thereafter with additional flights of 
blacks and divers. In eastern coastal 
belt noticeable build-up between 
November 10th and 20th. Large con­
centrations in Penobscot Bay by end 
of November, increasing further 
during first few days of December.
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______  _____  1950________________________________
Weather Migrations and Populations
August — First half month continua­
tion of drought of July. Broken by 
heavy rains 17th-20th, thus precipi­
tation for month above average. Tem­
perature somewhat cool with light 
frosts on 12th and near frosts 21st at 
inland areas central and northern 
Maine.
September — Cool and dry. High 
winds with cold front 11th and 12th 
followed by frosts 13th and 14th in 
northern Maine. Killing frosts, nearly 
statewide 21st-24th. Strong winds 
25th with 1" snow in northwestern 
Maine. Water table quite low. 
October — Near average tempera­
tures and dry, but with many local 
variations. Cold front with gales and 
thunderstorms 19th and 20th, fol­
lowed by freezing temperatures. 3" 
snow central and eastern Maine. 
Severe freeze on 27th, temperatures 
20-22° northern and central Maine. 
November — Very warm and wet. 
Central and eastern Maine had great 
excess of precipitation. Period 25th 
to 29th especially stormy with wind 
and flood damage.
December — Continuation of warm 
and wet. Many inland waters open 
when season closed December 9.
Extensive movement out of many 
breeding marshes northern, eastern 
and central Maine during late August 
and throughout September, except 
for wood ducks and ring-necks, with 
few if any northern birds coming in. 
Departure did not result in build­
ups coastal areas or Merrymeeting 
Bay. At Bay, late September popu­
lations lower than average. Low 
populations and poor hunting gen­
erally over much of Maine. Extensive, 
early movements of geese into state 
October 15-20. Another migration of 
geese into Merrymeeting Bay last of 
October.
Noticeable flights of northern ducks 
into state (blacks and divers) Octo­
ber 22-23, followed by second in­
flux October 27-30. Exceptionally 
heavy flights throughout much of 
interior and in Merrymeeting Bay 
November 5-10. Peak coastal popu­
lations late — mid-December. All in­
land waters open when season closed 
and a scattering of birds remained 
on these.
1951
Weather
August — Near average temperature 
and precipitation except in eastern 
Maine where wet. This followed a 
cool, wet July.
September — Warm and near normal 
rainfall, except rather dry in northern 
and eastern Maine. Weather showed 
numerous variations by stations. 
October — Average precipitation and 
warm until last week of month when 
cold wave set in. 2"-6" snow on 28th 
in northern and central Maine. Light 
freeze inland.
November — Very wet. Seasonable 
temperatures statewide but many 
station variations, coldest in western 
and central Maine. Severe freeze in­
land, 19th to 23rd, first such of 
season. Heavy snowfall in all but 
southern Maine on 26th.
December — Near average tempera­
tures and wet. Very strong winds, 
8th- 10th — latter final day of season.
Migrations and Populations
Extensive departure of local birds of 
all species (without influx of mi­
grants ) in northern and eastern 
Maine in September. These birds 
apparently moved to coastal marshes, 
Sebasticook Valley, Androscoggin 
Valley and Merrymeeting Bay; early 
October populations in those locali­
ties above average.
Gradual build-up of blacks and 
teal in northern Maine during sec­
ond week of October. However, no 
substantial flights into state until 
October 29-31. Very large flights of 
blacks, scaup and goldeneyes into 
state between 8th and 20th of No­
vember; peak numbers between 10th 
and 15th. Few remained inland after 
20th, coincident with general freeze, 
but coastal concentrations excellent, 
remaining so to end of season.
Goose flights later than in 1950. 
Peak numbers at Merrymeeting Bay 
not until second week of November.
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1952________________________________
Weather Migrations and Populations
August — Following general drought 
of July, August showed a continua­
tion of very high temperatures. Lack 
of rainfall in western Maine but else­
where near normal conditions. Water 
levels remained low.
September — Continued warm and 
dry. Heavy frosts 7 th and 8th 
through all interior. Unseasonable 
heat last of month — temperature in 
80’s 29th and 30th.
October — Colder than normal. Pre­
cipitation slightly below average and 
water levels very low. Marked 
weather extremes. Cold and 2"-3" 
snow northern and eastern Maine 
20th-21st. Heavy snow northern and 
northwestern Maine on 28th, 4"
Aroostook County and 8"-10" Moose- 
head and Millinocket areas. 
November — Warm and dry. Water 
levels very low. Much overcast, calm 
weather. Sudden temperature changes. 
Cold wave northern Maine 8th-llth 
and statewide 13th-14th with tem­
perature under 15°. Many inland 
waters froze but re-opened later in 
month.
December (first 10 days) — Warm 
and wet after first 4 days which 
were near average.
Weather
August — Followed the trend of cool, 
slightly dry weather of early sum­
mer. Severe heat wave last of month 
brought total average temperature 
nearly to normal. Precipitation con­
tinued a little below average except 
in eastern Maine which was near 
normal.
September —• Warm and dry except 
in eastern Maine where precipitation 
was average.
October — Warm and wet—sudden 
extremes. Cold and unseasonable 
snow in northern Maine 7th and 8th 
with 3"-7" snow from Millinocket, 
north. Cold front followed this storm 
with cold wave, statewide, llth-13th; 
record-breaking low at Portland in 
mid-20’s on 11th. Unseasonably 
warm rest of month.
November — Warm and wet. Precipi­
tation practically all rain. Much calm 
“stagnant” weather. All inland waters 
open entire month.
December — Very warm and wet, 
much rain first week. Inland waters 
still open.
September flights of teal into state 
very extensive with blue-wings, 
especially, more abundant than av­
erage. Some influx of blacks as well. 
A little departure of local popula­
tions from inland breeding areas in 
September, but primarily in nature of 
local shifting of birds; many interior 
areas had corresponding build-ups. 
Most of ring-necks apparently left 
state, however. Pre-season population 
of teal and black ducks in Merry- 
meeting Bay above average.
Gradual departure of birds second 
and third weeks October. Extensive 
flights of blacks and divers into state 
last week of October. Another major 
migration into northern and central 
Maine between November 5 and 10. 
with heavy movement to central 
Maine between 10th and 12th. Large 
numbers of blacks and goldeneyes 
present opening day (November 19) 
of second half of season on Penob­
scot River. By final few days of 
season (December 6-10), excellent 
populations on eastern Maine coast. 
Fall goose flights in two distinct 
waves, one earlier than usual and one 
later. Major flights October 15-20 
and November 10-15.
1953_____________________
Migrations and Populations
General departures in mid-September 
from northern and eastern Maine of 
many breeding birds with no influx. 
Only reported concentrations by 
early October were in Penobscot and 
Kennebec valleys and in Merrymeet­
ing Bay.
Extensive flights out of central and 
southern Maine between October 10th 
and 12th (see also weather data rela­
tive to unusual conditions). Substan­
tial numbers of blacks arrived ex­
treme northern and northwestern 
Maine about this time. Gradual 
build-up inland populations late Oc­
tober and early November, with 
birds remaining. First half Novem­
ber had more birds northern and 
central Maine than at anytime after 
early October. Virtually a “stagnant” 
migration pattern.
Winter populations on coast built up 
very gradually. Peak not reached un­
til long after season closed. Many 
birds widely scattered in the interior 
on final day’s gunning December 7.
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1954
Weather
August — Continuation of spring and 
summer trend of cool and wet. Hurri­
cane “Carol” on 31st with heavy 
statewide rains raised further, water 
levels already above normal.
September — Continued cool and 
very wet. Hurricane “Edna” on 11th 
was accompanied by heaviest rainfall 
in 58 years. Parts of southern 
Maine had 8", many areas over 6". 
Three days later ( 14th) another 
heavy rain occurred (nearly 2" Ban­
gor). All waterways at flood stage.
October — Warm. Continued quite 
wet except in central Maine, where 
precipitation near normal. Warm 
weather continued until last few days 
of month. Cold wave 25th to 29th 
with general freeze northern Maine 
on small waters.
November — Warm with precipitation 
slightly above average. Cold wave 
10th- 12th with general inland freeze, 
except for large waterways, in 
northern half of state.
December (first half) — Near aver­
age temperatures and precipitation. 
Cold front on 1st and severe cold 
wave 2nd-4th closed all inland 
waters.
Migrations and Populations
Very early departure of all species 
(although less apparent with ring- 
necks ) from interior second week of 
September ( see weather notes on 
Hurricane “Edna” ). Excellent popu­
lations present in Merrymeeting Bay, 
however, when season opened with 
good gunning resulting. Migration 
into northern and central Maine last 
week of October, first evidence of 
appreciable influx other than geese. 
A second major wave second week of 
November. Many birds present in in­
terior at this time, even in extreme 
northern and northwestern Maine.
A very noticeable and extensive mi­
gration recorded first week of De­
cember. Appeared largely of flights 
directly to coast, with populations 
there building up rapidly.
Goose flights into state, chiefly Mer­
rymeeting Bay, earlier than usual. 
Large numbers present by mid-Octo­
ber and remained for some time. It 
was considered a much better than 
average season for goose hunting.
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Weather Migrations and Populations
August — Following early summer 
drought, water levels were raised a 
little by slightly higher than normal 
precipitation. Temperatures above 
average.
September — Slightly cool and dry, 
although temperatures not far from 
average. Only light frosts in northern 
interior even at end of month. No 
major storms or extreme weather 
movements except abnormally high 
temperatures (90° Portland) 17th 
and 18th.
October — Near average tempera­
tures and precipitation except slight­
ly above normal precipitation in 
southern and western Maine. Cold 
wave with heavy frosts 25th-27th. 
November — Near average tempera­
tures. Precipitation quite variable by 
stations but not far from normal ex­
cept high in central Kennebec Val­
ley. Cold front passed through 
northern Maine (covered wide area 
in southern Quebec) on 10th. Cold 
wave 20th-22nd caused inland freez­
ing northern Maine. More general 
freeze 25th-27th.
December (first half) — Unseason­
ably severe cold and dry. Freezing of 
many tidal areas 7th, 8th and 9th. 
Below zero central Maine and near 
zero along coast.
Little movement reported in or out of 
Maine prior to season’s opening on 
October 7 except for usual influx of 
teal. Considerable migration of geese 
third week of October; also heavy 
flights of black ducks into northern 
and western parts of state. There was 
apparently little movement for next 
two weeks with good inland popu­
lations.
Extensive movements, involving large 
numbers of birds throughout all parts 
of state between November 10th and 
25th. Appreciable build-up on coast 
during last few days of November. 
For a week excellent gunning condi­
tions prevailed but unseasonable 
coastal freeze December 7-8 caused 
birds to move offshore for balance 
of season.
Despite good initial goose flights in­
to Merrymeeting Bay, populations 
rather low throughout most of hunt­
ing season, a striking contrast from 
situation » year ago.
1956
Weather Migrations and Populations
August — Very cool, near average 
precipitation, except slightly dry on 
and near coast.
September — Cool, precipitation near 
average for state as whole but with 
numerous station differences and 
lacking any regional pattern. No 
abrupt weather extremes.
October — Near normal tempera­
tures, with slight deficiency in pre­
cipitation. One cold wave, lOth-llth. 
Two heat waves, 17th-18th and 30th- 
31st.
November — Warm. Near average 
precipitation (except at one station 
in lower Kennebec Valley having 
excess rainfall). Inland freeze, first 
of fall, November 10-11, on ponds; 
and on larger waters of northern 
Maine by 15th. Statewide snowstorm, 
6 "-7" most sections, on 18th. 
December ( first 13 days) — Cold and 
quite wet, with much sleet and freez­
ing rain.
Rather general departures from in­
terior breeding grounds during last 
half of September, with no influx of 
migrants other than normal flights of 
teal, primarily into Merrymeeting 
Bay. Gradual build-up of birds in­
land, latter part of October. By end 
first week of November ducks well 
distributed throughout most sections 
of interior. These populations re­
mained relatively stable.
Noticeable flight of blacks and divers 
through inland Maine second week of 
November. Gradual coastal build-up 
third and fourth weeks November, 
but peak numbers not reached until 
after mid-December.
Goose numbers at peak in Merry- 
meeting Bay by latter part of Octo­
ber although populations little im­
proved from those of 1955. Rather 
unsatisfactory goose hunting through­
out entire season.
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1957
Weather
August — Cool and quite dry, espe­
cially in southern and western Maine. 
In extreme eastern Maine, precipita­
tion near average.
September — Warm and continued 
dry, except in northern Maine where 
precipitation near normal. Water lev­
els low, especially in southern half of 
state. Despite high average tempera­
tures, was month of extremes. Below 
freezing, northern interior, on 10th. 
Snow at Jackman on 26th. Several 
cold fronts passed over Maine dur­
ing month.
October — Warm and continued dry. 
Cold front passed through state 25th, 
followed by sub-freezing tempera­
tures northern half state 25th-29th.
November — Warm and wet. Freez­
ing of small waters inland 11th and 
12th, although large ones still open. 
General inland freeze occurred on 
26th.
December ( first 12 days) — Severe 
cold first 6 days freezing salt marshes 
and some mud flats. Thereafter very 
mild.
Migrations and Populations
Early departure (mid-September) of 
all species from most inland breed­
ing areas; a few concentrations cen­
tral Maine, Merrymeeting Bay and 
coastal areas. Generally over the state, 
populations during first week of 
season opening October 4 were low. 
Excellent flights of blacks and divers 
from Canada into Maine during last 
week of October and again Novem­
ber 9-12. Peak numbers on coast 
during first week of December.
Goose flights poor throughout fall, 
both inland and in Merrymeeting 
Bay. For third consecutive year, it 
was generally considered unsatisfac­
tory hunting season for geese.
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APPENDIX C. TRENDS IN KILL, STAMP SALES 
AND PRODUCTION (1948-1960)
Year
Production2 Annual Kill1 Stamp Sales
Per Cent Index 
Change (B ase=100)
Revised
Estimate
Index
(B ase=100) No. Stamps
Index
(B ase= 100)
No. of Birds
1948 61,846 72 12,142 81
1949 45,782 53 10,187 68
1950 59,437 69 10,024 67
1951 74,698 87 12,469 84
1952 81,043 94 13,028 87
1953 100 85,862 100 14,895 100
1954 -1 3 .0 87 74,475 87 13,089 88
1955 +  9.8 96 76,180 89 13,586 91
1956 -1 2 .7 84 74,175 86 12,861 86
1957 -  9.4 76 66,630 78 12,659 85
1958 -  5,3 72 59,875 70 12,045 81
1959 —20.0 58 46,545 54 9,413 63
1960 +  31.0 76 57,000 66 9,534 64
•-Improved procedures in 1954 resulted in a 20 per cent reduction of kill esti­
mates. This 20 per cent reduction factor was used to weight data prior to 1954.
2Comparable production surveys did not exist prior to the base year 1953. All 
trends were computed in relation to that year. These data are based on annual 
percentage changes in production of young on breeding areas surveyed by re­
gional biologists of Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game.
APPENDIX D. KIND OF DUCKS KILLED
(Per Cent of Birds Examined), 1948-1957
1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957
Total
Numbers
Per cent 
Total
Black Duck 43.1 49.0 49.9 58.5 54.0 41.3 55.5 54.0 43.1 45.1 15,853 50.1Green-winged Teal 17.8 16.0 17.6 9.1 8.6 12.5 7.4 6.8 11.5 13.0 3^594 
2 385
1 1 4Common Goldeneye 9.3 12.5 4.0 7.4 3.1 10.9 5.8 8.2 7.6 9.4 7 5Blue-winged Teal 4.1 2.6 3.1 4.4 14.9 6.0 6.5 8.0 8.6 6.9 2,247 
1,830
7 1Wood Duck 6.7 3.3 7.1 6.3 4.1 6.9 6.6 4.5 7.5 6.8 5 8Buttiehead 2.9 1.8 2.0 4.3 3.3 6.2 2.4 5.3 5.4 7.4 l 304 4 1Ring-necked Duck 3.5 1.0 3.6 2.2 1.6 3.0 4.0 2.9 3.8 2.0 848 UMergansers (3 species) 1.4 1.9 1.9 1.7 1.0 2.8 3.4 2.6 2.9 2 6 702 2 2Canada Goose 2.0 1.0 2.2 1.1 3.1 2.5 1.2 0.3 0.6 0.5 457 1 5Greater Scaup 1.4 1.2 2.3 1.2 1.0 1.6 3.0 0.4 2.0 0.3 440 1.4Mallard 0.5 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.6 0.8 1.6 398 1.3Pintail 1.7 3.0 1.1 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.7 0.9 1.3 370 1.2Ruddy 3.9 2.8 2.1 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.9 0.9 0.3 359 1 1American Widgeon 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.7 1.1 1.5 185 0 6Lesser Scaup 1.0 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.3 148 0 5Black x Mallard Hybrid — — 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 26 0 1Bedhead 0.1 — — 0.2 ____ tr tr 0.1 0.2 9 .9 0 1Barrow's Goldeneye 0.1 0.1 — — ____ 0.1 0.1 0.3 21 0 1Canvasback 0.1 — — 0.1 0.1 _ tr 0.1 11Shoveler 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 tr tr 10 tr
tr
tr
tr
1.3
American Coot 
European Widgeon 
Gadwall 
Miscellaneous1
0.1
1.9
0.1
1.2 0.5 0.8 2.3 0.9
0.1
2.2
0.1
2.4 0.6
3
1
1
406
Number of Ducks 1,472 3,204 2,777 3,264 4,577 2,917 3,220 3,940 3,512 2,738 31,621
1 Includes birds plucked and dressed when examined.
Or
-a
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APPENDIX E. SEX AND AGE COMPOSITION OF 
HARVESTED DUCKS 
(Secondary Species, 1948-1957)
All
Age Total
Adults Immatures Sex Age
Sex Ratio Sample Sex Ratio Sample Ratio Ratio 
Species M/100F Size M/100F Size M/100F Young/Adult
Green-winged Teal 115 908 121 1593 119 1.8
Goldeneye 153 724 99 610 125 0.8
Blue-winged Teal 84 335 69 871 73 2.6
Wood Duck 261 412 120 628 160 1.5
Bufflehead 181 334 53 260 106 0.8
Ring-necked Duck 66 111 95 427 92 3.8
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APPENDIX F. ORIGINAL DATA, SEX AND AGE 
OF BLACK DUCKS
Opening day only Remainder of season Season total
Area and Year AM AF IM IF AM AF IM IF AM AF IM IF
Inland
1948 4 3 11
Numbe 
8 1
r of birds 
4 14 16 5 7 25 24
49 4 25 33 6 7 4 25 10 14 29 58
50 — 2 16 8 9 12 43 33 9 14 59 41
51 5 5 15 10 8 7 26 20 13 12 41 30
52 1 2 22 17 17 7 35 46 18 9 57 63
53 6 7 20 22 15 17 47 42 21 24 67 64
54 5 5 8 5 11 13 19 16 16 18 27 21
55 2 15 19 17 11 27 56 48 13 42 75 65
56 2 14 26 28 10 12 40 28 12 26 66 56
57 — 4 24 16 — — 3 3 — 1 21 11
Total 29 64 186 164 88 106 287 277 117 167 467 433
Merrymeeting Bay 
1948 '16 20 7 6 18 10 17 12 34 30 24 18
49 — 1 — _ 6 3 24 16 6 4 24 16
50 5 5 3 2 118 109 57 61 123 114 60 63
51 — — — — 8 9 8 8 8 9 8 8
52 4 10 134 93 57 64 192 163 61 74 326 256
53
54 2 10 21 9 8 10 14 19 10 20 35 28
55 3 6 68 59 2 4 29 13 5 10 97 72
56 — — 11 6 — — — 1 — — 11 7
57 — — 1 — i 3 5 3 1 3 6 3
Total 30 52 245 175 218 212 339 296 248 264 591 471
Coastal
1948 — — — — 9 8 18 19 9 8 18 19
49 2 5 9 8 23 13 35 35 25 18 44 43
50 6 6 6 5 30 19 35 34 36 25 41 39
51 8 6 10 8 121 44 90 70 129 50 100 78
52 4 4 1 2 48 32 75 47 52 36 76 49
53 9 3 8 6 31 14 32 28 40 17 40 34
54 3 2 2 4 93 45 57 58 96 47 59 62
55 1 i 16 5 55 32 49 35 56 33 65 40
56 — — — — 19 15 22 8 19 15 22 8
57 — — — — 37 12 24 18 37 12 24 18
Total 33 27 52 38 466 234 437 352 499 261 489 390
Statewide
1948 20 23 18 14 28 22 49 47 48 45 67 61
49 6 13 34 41 35 23 63 76 41 36 97 117
50 11 13 25 15 157 140 135 128 168 153 160 143
51 13 11 25 18 137 60 124 98 150 71 149 116
52 9 16 157 112 1 *22 103 302 256 131 119 459 368
53 15 10 28 28 46 31 79 70 61 41 107 98
54 10 17 31 18 112 68 90 93 122 85 121 121
55 6 22 103 81 68 63 134 96 74 85 237 177
56 2 14 37 34 29 27 62 37 31 41 99 71
57 — 4 25 16 49 26 64 68 49 51 80 117
Total Mean 92 143 483 377 783 563 1102 969 875 727 1576 1389
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APPENDIX G. CHI SQUARE VALUES FOR 
BLACK DUCK AG E RATIOS
Tabulation
Ratios Compared 
(young per adult)
Chi Squares 
(d.f. =  l )
Inland M.M. Bay Coast
Season-long 3.2 2.1 23.80'
3.2 1.2 141.371
2.1 1.2 63.501
Opening Day 3.7 5.1 3.16"
3.7 1.5 19.70'
5.1 1.5 35.00'
Remainder 2.9 1.5 416.03'
2.9 1.1 92.45'
1.5 1.1 11.48'
Opening Day Remainder Season-long
Inland 3.7 2.9 2.66"
3.7 3.2 1.30
Merrymeeting Bay 5.1 1.5 99.631
5.1 2.1 108.001
Coast 1.5 1.1 2.66"
1.5 1.2 2.11
Statewide 3.7 1.5 88.21'
3.7 1.9 74.301
'Significant at 0.01
"Significant at 0.15
APPENDIX H. CHI SQUARE VALUES FOR
BLACK DUCK SEX RATIOS
Ratios Compared Chi Square
Tabulation Males/100 Females (d.f. =  1)
Adults Immatures
Opening Day Only (Statewide) 64 128 20.201
Remainder of Season ( Statewide) 139 114 7.80'
Season-long (Statewide) 120 113 0.80
Opening Day Remainder
All-ages, Inland 98 98 0.04
Merrymeeting Bay 121 110 0.70
Coast 130 154 0.60
Statewide 111 123 2.22
Adults, Inland 48 83 4.77"
Merrymeeting Bay 58 103 5.32"
Coast 122 199 2.42"
Statewide 64 139 29.531
Immatures, Inland 115 103 0.57
Merrymeeting Bay 140 11.5 2.50"
Coast 137 124 0.11
Statewide 128 114 2.14
'Significant at 0.01 
"Significant at 0.05 
"Significant at 0.15


